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Abstract

Housing investigations is an established research method 
to understand the user perspective of Swedish housing. 
Historically it has been used since the 1860, yet no previous 
research has been conducted with teenagers living at home. 
The research is a valuable tool in order to understand how 
our designs works for, is experienced by and affects the 
everyday life at home for the users. 

The purpose of this thesis is to bring new knowledge within 
the field of housing investigations from the perspective of 
teenagers. Empirical data was gathered through a focus 
group with Swedish high school students. 

The aim is to get an understanding of how the youth 
generation of today, generation z, is occupying and using 
space at home. Further, to explore how these experiences 
can be obtained by architects when designing dwellings. 

The method is explorative and investigates the participants 
associations with homes and architecture in multiple 
ways through assignments, interviews and a workshop. A 
qualitative method was used to analyze the outcome. 

The results shows that the participant’s use of digital media 
is affecting how they use their homes and how they interact 
with family members. The investigation also shows that the 
own room is connected to most of their daily activities and 
becomes the hub at home for the participants. Further, the 
investigation is concluded by giving examples of thoughts 
on domestic space by presenting it room by room. 

Keywords: Generation Z, Digital natives, iGen, teenagers, 
Housing Investigations, Sweden, home, user perspective
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Introduction

Housing investigations have been used to understand how 
well the architectural design and spaces at home work for 
its users. It has served as an important feedback and led to 
changes within the housing standards and norms. The re-
search today may not be as groundbreaking as in the 1940s 
and not as tied to specific functions, but it is depicting 
the spatial and emotional aspects and qualities of a home 
which are equally important for architects to understand. 
The value of this research lies in the representation of a 
group of teenage users and their experience of their homes, 
their thoughts on architecture and what we can learn from 
their knowledge of space.

The past years technological development have added new 
means of communication and media use to our lives. We 
are no longer bound to a certain place and time but are able 
to consume media and internet whenever and however we 
want. Has this changed the way we use our homes? And 
how is it effecting generation z?

Those who belong to generation z are born between 1995 
and 2009 and are growing up as the first truly global ge-
neration. As digital natives they are used to stay connected 
through social media, e-games and other digital devices, 
handling multiple screens simultaneously, for several hours 
per day.

Youth’s attitudes and values are important to map and to 
understand.  As previous generations, their stories and ex-
periences can create valuable knowledge in the understan-
ding of today’s trends and needs from a teenage-user per-
spective, as well as for future teenage users. 
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Thesis framework

Aim
To make a housing investigation based on young persons 
perceptions and use of their homes. The study aims to add 
new research within the field of housing in a Swedish con-
text.  

Purpose
There is a lack of knowledge on how youth are utilizing 
their homes. The value of the knowledge lies in a better 
understanding of this groups user needs connected to hous-
ing. The gathered knowledge could be used as an inspira-
tion when designing housing or serve as a background for 
further research within the subject.   

Research questions
>> How are teenagers in Gothenburg occupying and 
using their everyday spaces at home? 

>>What knowledge can be obtained by architects from 
teenagers spatial and emotional experiences of their 
homes? 
 

Background & literature review
The literature background lies in the history of  housing 
investigations in a swedish context, the concept of genera-
tions, information about generation z and sociological and 
psychological research. 

Focus group selection
A centrally located high school in Gothenburg was con-
tacted in order to get in touch with the focus group. The 
central location and proximity to Chalmers simplified the 
process, mainly for logistic reasons. The group consisted of 
16 high school students, studying design, aged 18. They 
were 15 girls and 1 boy. However, the participation varied 

during the course of the project and the number of partici-
pants amounted to 13 at its best. The assigments  that were 
handed out to the students were partially customized to fit 
their education. Most parts of the participation was during 
school hours within a design course. 

Method
This thesis is based on own empiri, gathered through as-
signments, workshops and interviews from the focus group. 
The participants are representing generation z in this work. 
The investigation is not based on a specific hypothesis but 
is rather explorative and a qulitative method is used in the 
analyse. The study is based on assignments, interviews and 
a workshop. The material has been designed with the fo-
cus group’s prior knowledge and experience of housing in 
mind. 

Delimitations
This thesis is focusing on the user perspective of homes 
among teenagers in and around Gothenburg today. The 
study is based on their knowledge and perception of space  
as they know it. No comparison between groups of teen-
agers or generations was made due to time restraints. The 
study is not representative for the whole generation since 
it had few participants, they were 18 years old and only 
females. Further research is needed to broaden the per-
spectives. However, it gives a snapshot of some teenager’s 
use of their homes in Gothenburg today. The generation-
al perspective served as an interesting starting point and a 
necessary background in order to understand today’s youth 
in general and the conducted study served as a key tool to 
understand the participants use in particular.
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Housing investigations

Throughout the past 160 years housing investigations (bost-
adsundersökningar) have been performed in various ways in 
Sweden to get an understanding of the living conditions and 
qualities of our built environment. Sweden went from having 
one of Europe’s poorest housing standards in the end of the 
1800s to pioneers in the 1940s with folkhemmets (a vsionary 
political concept for societal  development coined by the social 
democrat Per Albin Hansson in 1928) light, clean, modernistic 
ideals and architecture. How we use our homes have changed 
over time with the development of society. The investigations 
have played an important role for the development of housing 
standards, politics and regulations (Nylander, 2013). Howev-
er, the investigations became a self-evident part of housing re-
search first in the 1930s (Nylander, 2018).

The question of  housing is raised 
The first investigations made between 1860 to 1900 implied 
that the living situation for the working class  was substandard 
(Nylander, 2013). Epidemics spread easily and hygienic ques-
tions about ventilation, water and sewage systems emerged 
(Boverket, 2007). The industrialization and the following ur-
banization created a massive housing shortage in the industrial 
areas. Private developers saw their chance to build and rent out 
bad housing to a high cost when the demand for accomonda-
tion increased. As a conseqeuence, overcrowded homes were 
common as well as living in emergency shelters (Nylander, 
2013). 

Development during 1900-1930
Authorities and organisations continued to document the 
life at home in the workers dwellings during the first decades 
of  the 1900s. The housing shortage was still high and the 
standards low. Associations like Stockholm’s cooperative hous-
ing agency (Stockholms Kooperativa Bostadsförening/SKB), 
founded in 1916, started to build simple homes with low rents 
for the working class to combat the trend of poorly built hous-
ing. The social democrat Hjalmar Branting become the new 
Prime minister in 1920. The same year the government estab-
lished a fund that conveyed favorable loans to self-builders, 
making it possible for the working class to build their own 
homes (ibid). This was a way for the government to not only 
give the possibility for workers to build their own homes, but 
also to have people staying in Sweden and not emigrating to 
America, in order to create a future for themselves (Boverket, 
2007). A good dwelling could reduce the risk of leaving the 
country (Nylander 2013).

1860
first investigation 

done by Göteborgs 
Sundhetsnämnd

1889
Göteborgs Stad 
makes their first 

investigation 

1893-1894
Lorénska stiftelsen noted “appalling 
housing conditions with gross sanitary 

inconveniences and where large families 
shared one room” when visiting 

workers dwellings

1895-1896
Karl Key-Åberg conducted a large 
survey in Stockholm on behalf of 

Stockholm city council, and a terrible 
housing situation was dicorvered for 

the workers 

1935
life at home in both cities and rural 
areas are mapped in the book Bostad 

och Hushållsorganisation by

1937
Utredning av egnahemsförhållanden  by 

Kooperativa Förbundets Arkitektkontor, 
sometimes reffered to as the first Swedish 
housing investigation, was done through 

visiting, photographing and measuring 485 
self-built homes. 

1941
Brita Åkerman writes Familjen 

som växte ur sitt hem (The family 
that grew out of their home) 
and highlights problems with 

small and dark dwellings

1944
Jöran Curman maps the 

conditions and needs of workers 
homes in the book Industrins 

arbetarbostäder 1949
Carin Boalt makes a study on 

families and maps the lives 
of 80 children in her research 
Mor och barn från morgon till 

kväll.

1955
Lennart Holms dissertation 

Familj och Bostad

timeline over notable investigations conducted between 1860 - 1955:

based on the text (Nylander, 2013; 2018)

background
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 The Savings and Construction Association of Ten-
ants HSB (Hyresgästernas Sparkasse- och Byggnadsförening), 
founded 1923, aimed to increase the standard of labourers 
homes. HSB introduced modern comforts such as running 
water, gas stoves and bathrooms in their apartments. It was the 
needs connected to housing that governed HSBs and SKBs 
development and the standrards were high (Nylander, 2013).

Groundbreaking studies
At the beginning of the 30s the general housing standards were 
still low. In the 1930s and 40s the investigations focused on 
the user and child perspective and the habits and standards of 
the lived spaces. Conducted through interviews and descrip-
tions of the participant’s homes, women like Brita Åkerman, 
Carin Boalt, Lena Larsson and Ingeborg Waern Bugge stood 
in the forefront of these studies. From a  study of 200 house-
holds by Åkerman, information about small and impractical 
apartments for families emerged (Nylander, 2018). 
 Jöran Curmans (1944) research also pointed out that 
Sweden and Finland had a large amount of small apartments 
of 1 and 2 rooms for the working class. Compared to other 
countries in Europe, as e.g. England, the housing stock con-
sisted of bigger apartments with 3 and 4 rooms. However, in 
Sweden it was common to have a parlor at home these days. 
Through his research, a suggested new room derived, dagli-
grummet (the daily room), with a recreational and social func-
tion. His investigation showed that a lot of the daily activities 
(listening to the radio, doing homework, reading newspapers) 
were centered in and around the kitchen. In his drawings the 
daily room is often connected to the kitchen (Curman, 1944). 
 The Home Research Center (Hemmens Forskning-
sinstitut/HFI), founded 1944, performed extensive research 
on household work and on housewives movements in their 
homes. The research led to new norms and a standardization 
of the kitchen with new rationalized equipment, measure-
ments and furnishings. HFI was financed by the state as a 
result of new initiatives regarding housing and construction 
made by the government in the beginning of the 40s (Statens 
Kommitté för Byggnadsforskning, Byggstandardiseringen). 
The investigations and studies made during this period were 
groundbreaking and later became the foundation for the com-
ing housing development (Nylander, 2018).

Complementing the knowledge base
In the following years after the 40s many investigations were 
made to map how the newly built dwellings functioned for 

Figure 1. Jöran Curman suggested the daily room 
when concuding his research and showed different 
ways to furnish it.
(Curman, 1944)

background
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the residents. Lennart Holm made extensive research and 
started to use sociological methods in his work. HFI becomes 
Konsumentinstitut (KI) in the late 50s. The State Institute for 
Building Research (Statens institut för byggnadsforskning/
SIB) was founded 1960. By interviews and diaries from house-
wives information that the kitchen was the most frequently 
used home arose.  The studies conducted by both KI and SIB 
mapped the interior standards which eventually led to a new 
standard in 1970. SIB continued to make housing investiga-
tions the next three decades. Further, the following investiga-
tions became more influenced by sociological and ethnological 
research. Ethnologists and sociologists were also mapping out 
how people carried out their lives at home. As a consequence 
to this, the research now focused more on the experiences con-
nected to different rooms and configurations as well as the res-
idents relations towards their homes (Nylander, 2018). 

The state loses interest in housing research
Bostadsdepartmenetet, where all issues regarding housing were 
considered, was closed down in 1991 when Sweden got a right 
wing government.  The new politics changed the ideology of 
the state’s responsibility for housing. The new policy was the 
right to freedom of choice where tenant-owned housing was 
promoted. Subsidies connected to construction of housing 
were taken away and the housing research got less support 
than previously. As a result, the authorities were no longer tak-
ing initiatives to conduct research to develop the regulations 
and norms. 
 Instead, researchers were now guided by specific re-
search questions. The focus changed towards architectur-
al qualities and to the home as a place to create and reflect 
resident’s identities. Further, new studies displayed a broader 
picture of households, showing a heterogeneous group with 
different needs, characters and qualities in relation to housing 
(ibid). 

Qualities connected to housing
From the few investigations made in the beginning of the 21st 
century focus was on architectural qualities and the percep-
tion of them. The research indicated that the users perceived 
the qualities as the architects imagined the qualities to be per-
ceived. Architects went back to projects they had drawn to 
see what the residents said about them. Focus was on interior 
qualities, flexibility and outdoor spaces. Evaluations of new 
processes in construction projects were considered. What is 
considered public and private is another aspect that residents 

background
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bring forward. The report Så använder vi våra bostäder from 
Hyresgästförening showed that the needs and means of social-
izing at home had changed over time. Apartments from the 
60s and onward appeared not very flexible, instead people liv-
ing in older apartments said they were very content with the 
rooms being more general and in that way also more flexible 
to use (Nylander, 2018). 
 An empirical study by Inga Britt Werner (2007) de-
fined eight different consumer groups within housing. The 
research showed that the consumers’ age, household type, lev-
el of education and location of their homes where important 
factors in the choice of a home. Age and household type is 
described as lifecycle, the level of education and location is 
described as lifeform. Both lifeform and lifecycle are affecting 
the consumers’ lifestyles, however lifestyle is much harder to 
define and cannot be generalized in the same way due to per-
sonal preferences etc. Some patterns, like moving into your 
first apartment, moving in with a partner or to have kids are 
constantly reccurring lifecycle patters. However, technology, 
lifeform and lifestyle is changing rapidly as society evolves, 
which will change the future preferences of the consumers.

Research by data collection
The last years housing investigations have been done both 
through the traditional ways with interviews, surveys and 
home visits (Nylander, 2018). However, climate change and 
other societal changes are speeding up the need for new, smart 
and innovative housing that can correspond to the future chal-
lenges. 
 HSB Living Lab at Chalmers campus is an example 
of research based on data collection through technology. Built 
in 2016, it is serving as both a home and a research center 
where the focus lies in the use of the home and technical de-
velopment. The house is collecting data on everything that the 
residents do (water use, energy efficiency, motion, how many 
times the fridge is opened, etc.) and has 2000 censors placed 
in it. (HSB Living Lab, 2019). 
 This kind of technological research is gathering great 
amounts of quantitative data, however it is not gathering 
knowledge about how people interact and socialize at home or 
how what they think about their homes.  

background
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The concept of generations

In order to predict future trends a great source of informa-
tion lays in studying generations (Strauss & Howe, 2007). 
The concept of generations was firstly defined by sociologist 
Karl Mannheim. He argued that a generation is based on an 
age cohort created by biological cycles of birth and death, and 
shaped by time, culture, values and societal norms. The co-
horts share a set of historical and cultural events that define 
their generation (Nakai, 2015). 
 The American researchers Howe and Strauss (2007) 
argue that future trends and attitudes can be predicted by 
studying precedent generations. When analyzing them, pat-
terns can be detected by similarities in historical events and 
moods connected to different stages in life (youth, young 
adulthood, midlife and elder hood). Then, generational ar-
chetypes can be defined, creating a generational persona. The 
4 archetypes defined were nomad, hero, prophet and artist 
where generation z is defined by the last one. By looking at 
previous artist generations, they argue that predictions can be 
made on what can be expected from generation z development 
the coming decades. Each generation will continue to affect 
and transform the life stages ahead as society develops, and 
each generation will enter different life stages because history 
repeats itself. Further, their study suggests that the evolvement 
of generations is not only linear in a biological sense, but cycli-
cal in a cultural, historical and societal way. 

Generation Z

Those who belong to generation z, or iGen, are born between 
1995 and 2009 (McCrindle, 2019a) and are often referred to 
as being digital natives (Figaro Digital, 2018). They grew up 
to be the first truly global generation, connected through so-
cial media and e-games, using different digital devices (Mc-
Crindle, 2019b). According to the yearly Swedish study Ung-
domsbarometern (UB, 2018) youth today is more diversified 
than ever before. They have all the worlds’ information in 
their hand through their smartphones and tablets. Internet use 
among youth in Sweden is almost 100% today and in the age 
group 17-18 year olds 97% claim to use some kind of social 
media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram) every day 
(Statens Medieråd, 2017). 

Communication and media use 
Statens Medieråd (2017) have conducted reports on 9-18 year 
olds media habits and use since 2005. What was considered to 

“Is the generational perspective the right one 
to support long-term decision making? With 

every passing year we become more 
confident that it is.”  

(Howe & Strauss, 2007, s 12)

“In business as in government, family life, 
and other areas, the people who succeed 

in navigating this future will be those who 
understand how history creates generations, 

and generations create history.” 

(Howe & Strauss, 2007, s 12)

background
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”In previous surveys, the media use could be 
more clearly seen as a delimited part of leisure 
time, while today it is an integral part of the 

children’s everyday life.”

(Statens Medieråd, 2017, p.7)

72%

84%

47%
11%

of girls aged 18 use their phones for more than 3 hours/
day compared too boys 50% use/day. 

(Statens Medieråd, 2017)

of boys aged 13-16 play some kind of game (computer 
game, tv-game, cellohone-game, game on tabelts) 

and 54% of the girls. 
(Statens Medieråd, 2017)

aged 15 use social media for more than 3 hours/day. 
(Statens Medieråd, 2017)

girls

boys

be a high consumption of a specific media in 2005 is now an 
average use of smartphones and internet among children and 
youth.  Since the entering of smartphones the media use have 
changed; we are no longer tied by time or place but can con-
sume media however and whenever we want. The use is more 
complex now than before where communication and media 
often cross each other and the definitions are becoming vaguer 
of what is what. We no longer just see a movie and then listen 
to music on a CD. Today’s communication and media use is 
more complex. It is e.g. common to send movie clips and me-
mes in chats or post them on social media where others can 
comment. That is both media use and communication at the 
same time. During the past decade we have become produc-
ers of our own content through e.g. YouTube and Instagram. 
This have broadened the amount and possibilities of media we 
can access and it is not one-way communication through mass 
media as before (ibid). 
 Vanden Abeele, Antheunis and Schouten (2016) con-
ducted a study with 104 students on experienced conversation 
quality while mobile messaging. The indications were that 
persons who interrupted a face-to-face conversation in order 
to check their phones were perceived by the other person as 
inattentive and impolite. When the interaction changed from 
face-to-face to online for the participant using a phone, the 
other person experienced a cognitive withdrawal from the 
phone-user, which left the other participant with a negative 
impression of that person. 

Society & influence
Generation Z are conscious consumers as stated in Ungdoms-
barometern (UB, 2017) and 47% claim that they are trying to 
make a positive change by consuming e.g. organic food. The 
amount of vegetarians has increased from 3% in 2009 to 11% 
in 2017 and 8 out of 10 choose a vegetarian diet because of 
the climate.  When asked what societal issues matter the most 
environment and climate issues came on second place after 
increased gender equality. When posed the multiple choice 
question “Here comes a list with different concepts- which of 
them do you think is suitable to describe you?” (authors trans-
lation) with 69 different options, the most frequent answer for 
girls was feminist (46%) and for boys it was gamer (36%). On 
second place for both groups was “enjoying life” which could 
be a reaction towards what they have seen in adults’ stressful 
lives (Landehag, 2018). 
 Overall today’s youth feel that they have a good 
chance to affect the societal development and their lives com-

background
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Figure 3. Possibility to influence society
(UB, 2018)

none
1

6%

10%

28%
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16%

9% 9%
6%

3%
1%

20%

31%

16%

24%

2 3 4 5 6 7
big

Highschool students 1992
Highschool students 2017

Recommendations from WHO:
Children and youth aged 5-17 should accumulate at 
least 60 minutes of moderate - to vigorous-intensity 

physical activity daily.

(WHO, 2011)

pared to previous generations (figure 3). This could be linked 
to social and digital media use which have made it easier to 
express thoughts and comments online (UB, 2018).  
 The most influential Swedish activist of gen z is prob-
ably 16 year old Greta Thunberg (Thunberg, n.d.) known 
to the world for her climate change school strike outside of 
the parliament building in Stockholm during 2018 (Lindau 
Skagerström, 2019). She held a speech at the United Nations 
climate change conference COP24 in Katowice (Connect-
4Climate, 2018) and both her speech and strike have spread 
globally (Lindau Skagerström, 2019). Her influence created 
hashtags such as #FridaysforFuture and #Climatestrike (Thun-
berg, n.d.), proofing that social media is a powerful tool when 
it comes to influencing others. 

Well-being & health
Health is a growing interest (UB, 2018) and a study from Cen-
tralförbundet för alkohol- och narkotikaupplysning (CAN, 
2018) shows a trend of decreased cigarette and alcohol con-
sumption since 1971. The reason for the trend is most likely a 
combination of factors; that there is an increased health aware-
ness, that youth today are socializing through different types 
of digital media and therefore don’t feel the need to drink or 
smoke, that parents might be more restrictive with providing 
them with alcohol and that the preventive work on a societal 
level is working. 
 However, other studies indicate a negative trend in 
mental well-being and in physical activity. Physical activity is 
decreasing from 5th grade to 2nd grade in high school. The 
differences are significant, especially amongst girls where an 
average of only 22 percent reached the recommended amount 
of 60 minutes activity per day compared to the boys 44 per-
cent. The time spent in front of a digital screen (screen time) 
increases with age and high school girls were overrepresented 
in this group (Nyberg, 2017). 
 An American study (Campbell & Twenge, 2018) con-
ducted on children and youth aged 2-17 years old evaluates 
links between mental well-being and screen time. The results 
are showing that a higher amount of screen time is increas-
ing the risk for depression and anxiety. Other symptoms con-
nected with screen use exceeding 1 h/day in Campbell and 
Twenge’s (2018) study were: 

Less curiosity, lower self-control, more distractibility, more 
difficulty making friends, less emotional stability, being more 
difficult to care for, and inability to finish tasks. 

background

Figure 4. Life right now: time comparison five years 
back. 
(Skandia & UB, 2017)
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Insecurities & the housing market
The countless options and the freedom of choice for how to 
live your life together with an increased individual responsi-
bility is creating stress and pressure for generation z. Insecure 
employments and uncertainties regarding work possibilities 
creates worry for the future among youth today. Compared to 
previous generations, life today is less predictable than before 
and they have to stay open for new possibilities. They are long-
ing for security and stability in life (Landehag, 2018). Young 
person’s claim they that life is more difficult and uncertain 
compared to previous years (Skandia & UB, 2017).
 Moreover, every other youth (52%) aged 15-24 wor-
ries about if they will be able to enter the housing market at all 
(ibid). And their worries are justified. Youth cannot compete 
with others on the housing market because of a lack of eco-
nomic means, tenancy queue, contacts or apartments with an 
exchange value. In the city areas of Stockholm, Gothenburg 
and Malmö the housing situation for youth is very strained. 
In general, there are few available apartments, especially small 
ones, and they are often too expensive for youth to afford 
(Boverket, 2019). 
 Further, 27% of the households in Sweden are de-
fined as households with children, meaning a child that lives 
with at least one parent, even if the person is 18 years old and 
of age. A quarter of these households had children living at 
home that were 18 years or older. In cities like Stockholm and 
Gothenburg it is common to live at home longer because of 
the housing shortage and the difficulty of entering the housing 
market. In Stockholm 56 % of persons aged 18-25 lived at 
home and 51% in Gothenburg. Men tend to move from the 
parental home later than women.  (SCB, 2016). 

Postponed adulthood & establishment within the workforce
What is traditionally considered being markers for adulthood, 
such as family formation, work and housing have been post-
poned (Landehag, 2018). Statistics are showing that the age 
when 75% of a cohort is in the workforce has increased from 
21 years old in 1985 to 29 years old in 2014. This is linked to 
a higher level of education and to a bigger amount of people 
educating themselves further after high school (SCB, 2014).
 Further, American researchers Campbell and Twenge 
(2018) explored the links between cultural individualism and 
the time when youth enters adulthood by mapping 53 coun-
tries over a 43 year time period. Typical markers for adulthood 
were defined as work, marriage and economic independence. 
Markers for individualism were e.g. being self-centered and 

background

Highschool students 2002
Highschool students 2017

Figure 6. What would you choose if you had to choose 
one of the following working conditions?
(UB, 2018)

Figure 5. The housing situation for youth in Sweden 
2015 in percent. Child is defined as person who lives 
with at least one parent, even though the person is of 
age.
(SCB 2016)
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73%
49%

making own choices based on own believes rather than societal 
norms. The study indicates that there is a correlation between 
cultural individualism and a slower maturation to adulthood. 
Further, there is a correlation between increased individual-
ism and countries with strong economies, where e.g. Sweden 
scores high on both postponed work- and family life. 

School 
Children and youth spend a lot of their time at school, to 
further understand them it is important to look at their school 
environment. In a report from Folkhälsomyndigheten (2018) 
they asked schoolchildren aged 11, 13 and 15 years old what 
they think about school with the alternatives “I like it a lot, I 
like it pretty much, I don’t like it particularly much and I don’t 
like it at all” (authors translation). During the past four years 
there has been a clear reduction of answers where students like 
it a lot. The amount of students that claim they have too much 
and too hard schoolwork has increased and is increasing with 
age. School related stress is also increasing and could be related 
to a new grading system and national tests in lower grades than 
before. However, a predominant part of schoolchildren feel 
good about their classmates and like their class. 
 

amount of 15 year olds that claim they feel quite 
or very stressed over school.

(Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2018)

girls

boys

background

Figure 7. Timeline over the digital media 
development from 1997 until 2017.
(McCrindle, 2019)
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participation and the distributed 
material
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Overview
The research approach has been explorative and a qualitative 
method has been used. The study is based on assignments, 
interviews and one workshop, designed by the researcher. The 
material has been designed with the focus group’s prior knowl-
edge and experience of housing in mind in order to answer the 
research questions. 

The participants
Swedish high school students in their last year were chosen as 
participants for this thesis as they are representative of gener-
ation z.  In order to facilitate the study for the researcher, a 
centrally located high school in Gothenburg was contacted. 
The head teacher of a design class with 16 students was inter-
ested to be a part of the research and for the research to be a 
part of the design class. The distributed material was therefore 
customized and designed to operate for both parts. The group 
of students consists of 15 females and 1 male, all aged 18. They 
are students from a design program with a national admission 
through portfolios. However, not all of them were participat-
ing in every step due to e.g. illness. Their capacity of thinking 
creatively might differ from the general population of their 
age, however no such comparison was made. 

Presentations
During the first meeting with the students a short digital pre-
sentation about the purpose and structure of the study was 
held along with general information about the participation 
and anonymity of the students. A review of the first and sec-
ond assignment was made to introduce the students to the 
subject of the thesis and to the work they were asked to do. 
On the following pages the different parts of the participation 
is described. 

Method

method
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Layout of participatory process in chronological order:
February:
first meeting: intro and assignment 1 (one lesson). Handing out as-
signment 2 (diary at home, participants were given two weeks for 
submitting this assignment). 

March:
second meeting: Assignment 3 dream home, sketching and model 
making (three lessons)
third meeting: Information about coming workshop at HSB Living 
Lab, checking the process of assignment 3. 
Fourth meeting: Presentations of assignment 3 in small groups.

April:
Fifth meeting: HSB Living Lab workshop
Sixth meeting: Interviews conducted with three participants

method

3 assignments

workshop scale 1:1

interviews

analyses &
comiling of data

focus group

distributed during february and march

april 8th 

 april 22-24th
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Assignments

Draw your home as a plan
In previously published research on housing investigations, 
architectural plan drawings are frequently used to understand 
the home context of the participant. Consequently, the 
participants were asked to draw their own home from their 
memory during one lesson. No scale was needed as emphasis 
was set on their spatial perception and the way they depicted 
their homes with details and furnishings. Subsequently, the 
drawings were used in the home assignment in order to show 
what room they were using. 

Home assignment
The home assignment was structured as a diary where the 
participants were asked to describe two days at home, one 
weekday and one day during the weekend. The diary format 
was used to give the researcher an opportunity to follow 
them at home without being there. The diary format enables 
intimacy without being intrusive. They were asked to take 
pictures and describe with words what they were doing 
and where they were at home by using the previously made 
drawings. A premade InDesign document with placeholders 
for text and pictures was distributed to all the participants. 
Unfortunately only a few claimed to able to open the file 
on their computers, leaving the researcher with unnecessary 
computer problems. Subsequently, this lead to a small portion 
of submitted assignments.  
 A quantitative method was used to analyze the 
home assignment. The submitted material was suitable for 
a quantitative analysis. The data was compiled into activity 
charts, mapping weekday and weekend activity.

Dream home assignment
The purpose of the dream home assignment was to give the 
group an opportunity to think freely and design their dream 
homes. This assignment was a part of their design course were 
they were assigned to learn about different scales and to make 
models in scale 1:50. Therefore, the assignment was costumed 
to fit their education meanwhile information about qualities, 
activities and typologies derived from the discussions with the 
researcher. Discussions were held in small groups of 3-5 persons 
on a predetermined date when the task was supposed to be 
finished. However, many students were not done with their 
models.  Emphasis was set on how they expressed themselves 
when talking about their models and questions about their 
designs emerged as they were presenting. The discussions were 
recorded and transcribed to be used as a base for the results. 

Distributed assignments

method
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Understanding how generation Z occupy and use space
with a focus on 18 year olds in Gothenburg 
Master’s thesis, Chalmers School of Architecture - Susanne Sibinska Taieb

ACEX35

Uppgift 2
Rita ditt drömboende i skala 1:50
Den här uppgiften går ut på att ni ska rita ett boende som 
ni drömmer om- vad anser ni är viktigt i ett hem? 
Rita precis det ni vill, men boendet är tänkt till en familj 
eller flera samboende personer. Funktioner som måste 
finnas med är minst ett badrum med toalett och dusch 
och ett kök där man kan laga mat. Resten är upp till er att 
designa. Nedan har jag listat de funktioner som Boverket 
skriver måste finnas med, men de enda ni behöver kolla 
på är de i fetstil.

Funktioner enligt Boverkets Byggregler:

3:22 Allmänt om utformning av bostäder
Bostäder ska dimensioneras och disponeras med hänsyn 
till sin långsiktiga användning.

I bostaden ska finnas:
a) minst ett rum för personhygien
b) inredning och utrustning för personhygien
c) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för daglig samvaro,
d) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för sömn och vila,
e) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för matlagning,
f ) inredning och utrustning för matlagning
g) utrymme för måltider i eller i närheten av rum för 
matlagning,
h) utrymme för hemarbete,
i) entréutrymme med plats för ytterkläder m.m.,
j) utrymme för att tvätta och torka tvätt maskinellt om 
gemensam tvättstuga saknas,
k) utrymmen för förvaring, och
l) inredning för förvaring

Steg 2: Bygga modell
Nästa steg i den här uppgiften är att bygga en modell av 
ditt drömboende. Den byggs också i skala 1:50. Till ert 
byggande kan ni använda er av vilka material ni vill men 
vi kommer att tillhandahålla er med kartong, kapa och 
lera. 

Presentation
Den 25/3 kommer vi att gå igenom allas modeller och 
ritningar tillsammans. Ni ska då presentera hur ni tänkt 
med er deisgn och reflektera över vilka rum ni skapat. 

Inlämning
Scanna ritningen och fota av modellen ni gjort. Lägg in i 
InDesign och exportera som PDF. 

Maila den till Sara och mig senast den 25/3-2019.
Mail: susanne.s.taieb@gmail.com

Vad är skala?
En skala anger ett förhållande 
mellan en avbildning och ett objekt 
i verkligheten. Skala kan både vara 
en förminskning och en förstoring. 
Planlösningar ritas alltid i skala, till 
exempel i skala 1:100. Det betyder 
att 1 cm på pappret motsvarar 100 
cm i verkligheten, alltså 1 m. 

Rita i Skala 1:50
Den här uppgiften ska ritas i skala 
1:50, det betyder att en centimeter 
på pappret motsvarar 50 centimeter 
i verkligheten. En säng mäter 
vanligtvis 200 cm i längd, vilket blir 
4 cm på pappret. 

Understanding how generation Z occupy and use space
with a focus on 18 year olds in Gothenburg 
Master’s thesis, Chalmers School of Architecture - Susanne Sibinska Taieb

ACEX35

Uppgift 1
 
Rita upp ditt hem som en planlösning 
Den första uppgiften består av att rita upp ditt hem 
som du minns det just nu. Proportioner är inte 
så viktiga i den här uppgiften. Det viktiga är att 
beskriva ditt hem med penna och papper genom att 
rita för hand. Om du hellre ritar digitalt så går det 
också bra. 

Hur ser ditt hem ut? Rita och förklara på papper! 

Inlämning
Scanna in er ritning och lägg in i InDesignfilen ni 
fått av mig. 

Exportera InDesignfilen som PDF och maila till Sara 
och mig senast den 4/3-2019.
Mail: susanne.s.taieb@gmail.com

Vad är en planlösning?
En planlösning är en ritning där 
en byggnad ses ovanifrån ur ett 2D 
perspektiv. Ritningen visar hur boytan är 
fördelad i rum eller enheter. 

Vad är skala?
En skala anger ett förhållande mellan en 
avbildning och ett objekt i verkligheten. 
Skala kan både vara en förminskning och 
en förstoring. Planlösningar ritas alltid 
i skala, till exempel i skala 1:100. Det 
betyder att 1 cm på pappret motsvarar 
100 cm i verkligheten, alltså 1 m. 

I den här uppgiften ska ni inte använda 
er av skala eftersom ni inte vet måtten på 
era hem. 

2019-02-25

Planlösning som visar mitt 
hem på 2 rum och kök, 

Lindholmsallén 
Göteborg 

Understanding how generation Z occupy and use space
with a focus on 18 year olds in Gothenburg 
Master’s thesis, Chalmers School of Architecture - Susanne Sibinska Taieb

ACEX35

Hemuppgift
Berätta om två dagar i ditt liv!
Vad gör du hemma under en vardag? Du kanske börjar 
dagen med att snooza tre gånger, äta frukost och gå till 
skolan. När du kommer hem från skolan kanske du 
scrollar på telefonen i soffan och äter en ostmacka. Eller så 
gör du något helt annat. Vad hittar du på under en vanlig 
vardag i ditt hem? Berätta! För jag vill veta!

Jag skulle också vilja veta vad du gör när du är hemma 
under en helgdag, alltså lördag eller söndag. Hur 
spenderar du din tid när du är ledig? 

I den här uppgiften ska ni föra dagbok under två dagar 
från morgon till kväll. Dokumentationen består i att med 
text och foto eller skiss beskriva era liv i era hem. Ni ska 
alltså fota/skissa och beskriva vad ni gör när ni är hemma. 
Ta även reda på när huset ni bor i byggdes. 

Som hjälp för att komma igång kan ni tänka på 
följande frågor när ni dokumenterar er dag:

- Vilken typ av byggnad bor du i? (t.ex. lägenhet, villa, 
radhus, hyresrätt, bostadsrätt, äganderätt, annat). Beskriv. 

- Med vem och hur bor du? (t.ex. med din familj, själv, 
inneboende, kollektiv, osv.). Beskriv.

- Var är du ensam när du är hemma? Var är du 
tillsammans? Beskriv olika rum och ditt förhållande till 
dessa. 

- Var brukar du/ni äta? Om det är olika platser, beskriv 
vilka de är. 

- Var pluggar du, umgås du med vänner, använder  du 
internet. osv?

- Var klär du på dig? Var borstar du dina tänder? Vilket 
rum gör du dig iordning i? 

- Om du sitter med dator/surfplatta/smartphone, vilka 
appar använder du mest och vilka hemsidor besöker du 
oftast? Vilket rum brukar du vara i då?

Reflektera över och redovisa hur lång tid brukar du 
spendera på att göra olika saker hemma. Använd dig av 
planlösningen du ritat för att visa vilket rum du varit i när 
du gjort olika saker.   

Inlämning
Lägg in resultatet i InDesignfilen ni fått. Namn, dag, tid, 
foto/skiss och beskrivande text ska finnas med.  

Exportera InDesignfilen som PDF och maila den till Sara 
och mig senast den 11/3-2019.
Mail: susanne.s.taieb@gmail.com

Tänk på att:
Om ni tar bilder på er själva, familj 
eller vänner så måste ni säkerställa att 
de har samtyckt till fotona samt att de 
är med på vad som gäller vid akademisk 
publicering av uppsatsen (läs nedan). Ni 
kan självklart välja att bara fota utan att 
någon person är med i bilden också. 

Om publicering 
Denna research är en sociologisk 
rumsstudie och det är därför viktigt för 
mig att få rätt bild av hur ni använder 
era hem. Materialet som skapas kommer 
enbart att användas i ett akademiskt syfte 
och kommer inte att spridas utanför 
akademien utan ert godkännande. 
Publicering av uppsatsen kommer att ske 
på Chalmers hemsida för studentarbeten 
när arbetet är färdigt. 

2019-02-25

Figure 8: The distributed assigments, read more in appendix 3. 
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In the beginning of April a kitchen-building and cooking 
workshop was held for the focus group. They were invited to 
HSB living lab to create and try their own kitchen design. The 
figure on the following page is showing the default layout and 
setting of the white room at the living lab. The white room is an 
experimental space with movable kitchen-ware. Participants 
have the opportunity to build whatever they like by moving 
around the different parts and setting up a preffered layout. 
 All three groups were presented to the same layout. 
Since some parts in the room were fixed (cupboards, refridger-
ator, sink and dishwasher) this might have suggested a layout 
for the participants. All groups had two hours to finish their 
design and to cook an assigned meal. The focus in the work-
shop was not primarily based on the placement of different 
kitchen ware but rather to investigate what kind of spaces were 
created, what prerequisites the layouts enabled and what their 
starting point and inspiration was.

The room was equipped with:
12 movable bottom cabinets (containing necessary 
kitchen-ware like forks, knives, pots etc.)
6 chairs
6 movable walls
5 trestles
3 sizes of wooden boards to make a table of 
1 movable sink
1 movable stove
1 movable owen

8 fixed upper cupboards
1 fixed fridge
1 fixed sink
1 fixed dishwasher

Workshop scale 1:1

Workshop in scale 1:1 at HSB Living Lab

Created by Azmi Anshori
from the Noun Project

method
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The interviews were performed between April 22 and April 
24, 2019. The interview questions were categorized to follow a 
theme. A semi-structured interview method was used in order 
to follow the conversation, hence different forms of questions 
are found in the interview appendix. The interviews were held 
at the SB building at Chalmers and they were recorded using 
the voice recorder on an iPhone. The transcription is including 
small in-fill words, e.g. “like” (swedish: typ). No  intonations or 
emotions were written down continuously.
 Invitation to participate in an interview was given 
to the whole focus group during March. The interest was 
tangible, however only three interviews were conducted due 
to insufficient or no response from the other participants.
Two of them (P1 and P5) are living with one parent (both 
separated) and one (P6) is living in an apartment bought by 
her father. None of the participants agreed on having the 
interviews at home. The reasons differed between them; the 
mother of P5 felt too exposed by a home visit, P1 and P6 
expressed insecurity over not knowing the researcher very well 
and being uncomfortable to let a stranger in to their homes. 
Some insecurities regarding cleanliness were expressed by P1 
and P6.

Partcipants:
P1
P5
P6

Interviews

Interviews

method
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Interview questions

General
- How many are you in the household? (who lives there)
- What do they do? (work/study /job seeking/sick leave etc.) 
(background/moving in to Gothenburg, Sweden)
- How big is the apartment/house? How many square meters? 
- When was the house/apartment built?
- What do you think about your home? 
- What do you think about your room? 
- Which is your favorite place at home?
- Have you lived somewhere else apart from where you live 
now?
- Why did you move to where you live now?
- Do you know why you live there?
- What space do you use in particular?
- Is it possible to do your laundry in the apartment? Who is 
managing the laundry at home?
- Do you miss anything in your home? (e.g. a room, more 
space, a balcony, a garden etc.)

Eat/Cook/Socialize
- Where do you usually eat? (breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks, 
supper etc.)
- Where do you socialize in the apartment? Is this different if 
you have guests?
- Who is cooking? 
- Who is cleaning?
- Do you do that together?
- During which meals is the family gathered?
- Do you spend time in the apartment besides dining etc? 
Where? How?
- Do you have friends over? If not, why? If yes, how do you use 
your home then? 
- Is there space in the home to be able to do different things?
- Do you socialize with friends through any type of media?

Media
- How does the media-use look in your home? What do your 
family members do?
- How do you interact with each other at home?
- If you sit with your phone/computer/tablet- where do you usu-
ally use it? Why?
- Is there any media / technology that facilitates the use of your 
home? (eg. smartspeakers, wifi light control etc.)
- Do you think your media usage affects how you use your home? 
If so, how?
- Have you ever posted pictures of yourself / someone you know 
in your home environment on the internet? If so, how, when, 
which app was used. 
- Integrity in “reality” vs. online - is there any difference? If so, 
what difference?
- How much screen time do you appreciate that you have per 
day? What does your phone show?
- Do you think it affects how you use your home?
- If you didn’t have internet or computer access at home, how 
would you use your home then?
- How do you view the technological development? Do you 
think it will change how you use your home in the future? 

Health
- Do you pratice any sports? Does it affect your use of your home?
- Have you ever had problems to sleep or anything similar?
- How do you experience the school?

Environment
- What do you think about climate change?
- How do you experience your opportunity to make a difference?
- Do you feel that your choices can make a difference?
- How do you see the climate issue connected to the home?

method
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results
This section goes through the 
results from the conducted 
interviews, the dream home 
discussion and  the kitchen 
workshop
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Results from the home assignment

The gathered material from the home assignment indicates 
that the own room is the hub at home for the participants. 
The mentioned activities connected to the own room are: 
sleeping, waking up, getting dressed, putting on makeup, check-
ing phone, charging phone, studying, resting, gaming, using 
computer, drinking hot beverages, eating, packing bag, draw-
ing, painting, stretching and writing. One participant men-
tions cleaning rat’s cage and feeding rats. 

Digital media is continuously present throughout the days, 
82% of the participants state that they check their smart-
phone or laptop in bed when they wake up in the morning 
(66% smartphone, 16% laptop), and 82% when they go to 
bed (66% smartphone, 16% laptop). All the participants are 
using their computers after school on a weekday, 50% for 
studying and 50% for leisure. 

In general, the bathrooms and hallways are used in the same 
way during the entire week. 

The bathrooms are used for daily hygiene (tooth brushing, 
showering, etc.) and all participants’ state to brush their 
teeth in this space. 
In the hallway all the participants (100%) take on and off 
shoes and outerwear. For one participant the wardrobe is 
located in the hallway, adding getting dressed as an activity.
The kitchens are used for cooking and intake of meals such 
as breakfast, snacks and supper (breakfast 50%, snack 33%, 
and supper 16%). 16 % of the participants mentions dinner 
in the kitchen, however 50% claim to have their dinner in 
the living room (weekday chart). Reading, studying, medi-
tating, using laptop, using smartphones and socializing with 
family members or partners are other activities connected to 
the kitchens.
The living rooms are used in multiple ways and one partic-
ipant is using the living room as a bedroom due to a renova-
tion. Furthermore, 50% are having dinner, 33% are study-
ing 16% mention TV as an activity, 16% are having supper, 
16% are using laptop, 16% state that they are resting/taking 
a nap and 16% is listening to music in headphones. 
The alcove is used as a bedroom by one participant who 
lives with a partner in a 1, 5 room apartment.
Parent’s room
For one participant who is sleeping in the living room, the 

parent’s bedroom serve as a place to rest during weekends, in 
order for her to sleep longer. 

Activities & spaces
Food preparation is made in the kitchen whereas meals 
are either consumed in the kitchen or the living room, de-
pending on the meal. The meals are often eaten with family 
members, however this varies for the participants. One par-
ticipant sometimes eats her breakfast in her room, depend-
ing on what mood she is in. 
 Digital media use is mostly connected to the own 
room, the kitchen and the living room. One participant is 
checking her phone while brushing her teeth and using the 
toilet in the mornings to save time, and another participant 
is using her phone in her bed in the alcove. The digital me-
dia use is spread out since smartphones tend to be carried 
around everywhere at home. 
 Getting yourself ready in the mornings is connect-
ed to spaces where the participants have their clothes and 
where they can be somewhat alone. For example, the girl 
sleeping in the living room is using the kitchen or her par-
ent’s room to get dressed in the mornings because she is able 
to close the door in those spaces, the girl who is living in her 
own apartment is getting dressed in the hallway due to her 
closets position in her apartment. The other participants are 
changing clothes in their own rooms. 
 Resting and sleeping is connected to where the par-
ticipants have their beds. 
 Studying depends on where it is comfortable to sit, 
whether there is good internet connection, if the space is 
quiet, calm and if they can be alone there. The chosen spaces 
for this can therefore vary between participants to either the 
kitchen, the living room or the own room. 
 During weekends the participants spend more time 
on entertainment and leisure activities, such as writing, 
drawing and sketching, this is done in the own room. 
Time with family and partners is mostly spent during week-
ends in the living room and the kitchen. Meals and watch-
ing some kind of entrainment are activities that they do 
together. 
 The participants do not mention typical household 
work such as cleaning or grocery shopping. Doing laundry 
is mentioned by the participant living alone and doing dish-
es in mentioned by one other participant.  
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Mentioned activities connected to room 
x= one participant

Mentioned activities connected to room 
x= one participant

go to bed/wake up/sleep
rest/take a nap
hygiene (shower, wash face, brush teeth, etc)
put on make up

go to bed/wake up/sleep
hygiene (shower, wash face, brush teeth, etc)

get dressed

get dressed

pack bag

pack bag

use laptop/computer

use laptop/computer

use smartphone (scroll/check)

use smartphone (scroll/check)

watch TV

watch TV/movie

cook food

sort/do laundry

listen to music through headphones

eat breakfast

eat breakfast
eat lunch

eat dinner

eat dinner

cook food

eat supper

eat supper

eat a snack

tea/coffee

wash dishes

spend time with parent
spend time with partner

meditate

draw/sketch/paint
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watch series
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study
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write

put on outerwear and shoes

put on outerwear and shoes

living 
room

living 
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parents’ 
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parents’ 
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alcove

alcove

own 
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own 
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bathroom

bathroom
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xxxxxx
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weekday
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activity charts
see appendix 1 for more information about the participants
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A space of your own 
The interviewees express predominantly positive emotions 
about their own rooms and are referring to them as their 
favorite spaces at home. The rooms are connected with feel-
ings of freedom and enables them to use the space as they 
like. It is a private zone where they spend a lot of time and 
where they have the space to create their personal identities. 
When asking P5 why her room is her favorite space the an-
swer was: 

“It’s because it feels like mine, it’s my things and I think it’s 
very…I find the way I have decorated it to be very appealing. 
So I get very inspired when I am sitting there, very calm and 
that I somehow feel that I have my base there, really… and it 
feels very good to have a place to return to like that. That is why 
it’s my favorite space”. (Interview, P5)

P1 answered: 

”Well, it is my room in both homes I think. Just because I can 
like, do whatever I want there, that is where I draw and things 
like that. But I don’t know exactly why… it is because it is more 
freedom in that room because it is your own room… so, for that 
reason.” (Interview, P1)

However, P1 mentions that she is not putting too much val-
ue to her room. She mentions that the feeling and size of the 
room is what decides if she is comfortable or not to do cer-
tain things in her room. The activities differ depending on 
if she is at her father’s place or if she is at her mother’s place. 

“I think like, it is alright, I don’t think I put too much value 
into the room….(…). Depending on the stuff I have there or 
the size of the room or something like that”. (Interview, P1)

The favorite room for P6 is the living room because it is 
where she spends most of her time at home. Architectural 
qualities are described as light from the window and the liv-
ing room as a big surface that is not split by half-walls. The 
rooms in the apartment are only separated by half-walls. The 
sofa in the living room serves as the hub from which most 
activities are done. 

Quotes from the interviews are inserted throughout the text 
in order to give the reader a feeling of how the participants 
express themselves, talk about and reflect over their homes.

Parents 
At home, the parents are in control of the household. They 
are handling the economy, grocery shopping and doing 
laundry. It is the participants’ homes, but it is the parents’ 
residences and their personalities are making a mark on the 
perceived atmosphere at home: 

”I think it has to do with the dynamics in the different homes 
because it has to do with mom and dad and like, their per-
sonalities. At dads I am always very calm, because he is calm 
and so on, and he likes when it is peaceful and quiet… (…)” 
( Interview, P1). 

Their personalities can create a feeling of not being able or 
wanting to bring friends home: 

”(…)…it is often that I will go to the others…because… I 
think it is because my mom doesn’t like to have people at our 
place, I think it is a personality thing that she is not that in to 
it.“ (Interview, P5).

P6 expresses moderate knowledge of the tenure form and 
costs connected to her accommodation, the father is respon-
sible for the fees and the contract of the apartment. The par-
ents of her partner are helping with paying for and shopping 
groceries to her household.

“It is my parents who has the lease contract, I wasn’t 18 at the 
time so I couldn’t do anything. So it is my father who owns the 
apartment and is paying rent and so on, but I am the one living 
there.” (Interview, P6)

“It is my father who pays the rent. I think it is somewhere 
around 3-4000, somewhere there, each month. And then it is 
the… or the apartment cost was 1, 7 million, but except that I 
don’t have too much knowledge of the other costs related to the 
apartment itself.” (Interview, P6)

Results from interviews
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all the activities. I actually don’t know if we do something in 
particular in the apartment, I guess it is just talking that you 
do…” (Interview, P1)

Independency and separation from the parents is tangible in 
P1s description above as well as the factor of time and age in 
her life right now. Further, the time spent together is mostly 
connected to meals, watching some kind of entertainment 
or consisting of the undefined in-between moments in the 
everyday life.

“We mostly sit in the living room, we don’t have a TV, we have 
a computer that my mom has that we use for watching movies 
or something so we do that but otherwise… we like… we don’t 
spend so much time together, it is because I’m studying and she 
is… whatever she is doing, checking Instagram or something, I 
don’t know… if we spend time together we do it in the living 
room.” (Interview, P5)

”I’m sitting in my room and doing something and she is nor-
mally sitting in the living room. So we don’t usually… it hap-
pens sometimes that I go to the living room but she rarely comes 
to me to sit there. So we are mostly separated.” (Interview, P5)

Most of P5 time is spent studying in her room, while her 
mother is sitting in the living room. They share the same 
home, but they have very separated lives. P1 description 
above indicates a similar relation between her and the rest 
of the family.

Meals 
For P5, the meals are normally eaten in the living room 
when her mother is at home. The sofa is more comfortable 
and they can watch something on the computer meanwhile 
eating, otherwise she sits in her room or by the kitchen 
table. For P1, the family is seldom gathered when eating, 
mostly because of different schedules. During the weekends 
they spend more time by the dining table, however that de-
pends on the plans for the day or if there are any activities 
to attend.  

”Breakfast mostly not, it depends on when you leave for work 
and things like that. During weekdays we eat lunch… then you 

”It is mostly because everything I do I more or less do in the sofa. 
If I’m going to study I do it in the sofa, if I’m relaxing and just 
watching TV I will sit in the sofa, so you could say that most of 
the things I do at home I do in the sofa.” (Interview, P6)

P5 talked about her room as a space that is growing and 
changing with her as she gets older. There is a sense of iden-
tity making in her description of her room and the unwill-
ingness to make changes even if her mother suggested it. 
This is truly her space and she seems to identify herself with 
it a lot. 

“My room is very pretty I think. We have lived there since I 
was little so it’s like, the room is changing with yourself… and 
for example I didn’t want to… because my mother wanted to 
redecorate the walls with new wallpaper, because I had put up 
posters and taken them down and so on, but I didn’t want to 
redecorate it because it think it’s really pretty and cozy with like 
small holes and scratches after things that have been hanging 
down. I really liked horses when I was a kid and had horse 
posters everywhere and there are still marks from them. So I 
think my room has very much… it has changed with me and I 
appreciate that really much.” (Interview, P5)

Socializing with family members & partners
The interaction between the participants and their family 
members differs depending on schedules, priorities and their 
living situation. For P6, who is living alone, the interaction 
seems to consist of time spent with her partner, no other 
family members are mentioned in the context of socializing 
at home. P6 and her partner are cooking in the kitchen and 
spending most of their time together in the living room. 
For the participants living at home the family members are 
more present, however the participants don’t spend much 
time with them.

“(…)…I think it has to do with the age and the time… that 
I’m in high school and that I have a boyfriend and all my class-
mates, so you just want to be out and do stuff and you have 
already spent a lot of time with your parents when you were 
younger so you want to do things by yourself…(…). So we try to 
sort of hang out, barbeque or go to town or something like that, 
but I feel that the best moments are the ones you get between 
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eat in school. I don’t know what my father does, but normally 
we eat a pretty early dinner, around five or right when you 
come home from school or work and then it’s easy that you eat 
by yourself. Unless someone comes home or is already cooking 
something because then we usually eat together. But it feels like 
we quite rarely eat together.” (Interview, P1)

P6 is only eating with her partner in the evenings due to dif-
ferent schedules but during weekends they eat almost every 
meal together. Even though they have a table and space for 
eating in the kitchen they usually eat in the sofa when they 
are together. The living room enables them to relax with a 
movie while and after eating. 

“We have a table in the kitchen but mostly we sit in the sofa 
and watch a movie or something like that at the same time. But 
if you only eat something small you just sit by the table in the 
kitchen and eat there. So it depends on whether if it’s a small 
and quick snack than it is usually in the kitchen and if it’s a 
bigger meal where you want to relax afterwards its usually in 
the sofa.” (Interview, P6) 

Spending time with friends – IRL vs Online
Wanting to have friends at home or not differs for the par-
ticipants. P1 almost never bring friends home anymore, it 
was more frequent when she was younger. Now, it is mostly 
her boyfriend who visits her. They spend most of their time 
in her room, both at the father and mothers place, probably 
because it is a private space. Sometimes they hang out in the 
living room at her mother’s place, but only if no one else is 
there, and when the weather allows they are hanging out on 
her father’s veranda. Further, she explains that she does not 
want to spend so much time at home with her friends, but 
rather do something outdoors, or for them to meet up in 
town. It seems like her friends feel the same thing.  

“But I don’t think I want to spend much time with my friends 
in my house or apartment because it feels like there are better 
things to do. We spend much time outdoors or in the city rather 
than at each other’s places.” (Interview, P1)

P5 normally goes to her friends’ homes. Her mother dislikes 
having people at home and her friends think it is too far to 

go to Mölndal from the city. However, if she brings friends 
home they usually spend time in her own room because it 
is cozier and they can hang out without being disturbed. If 
they eat something small they often have it in her room, but 
if they have a dinner they sit in the living room, unless her 
mother is at home, then they eat by the kitchen table. She 
mentions that the heating in the apartment is not working 
properly, which leaves some spaces warm and some cold, es-
pecially during winter time. As a result, they sometimes just 
hang out where it is warm instead of in her room.

”… it happens but mostly I go to the others because… I think 
it’s because my mother don’t really like having people around at 
our place, so I think it’s a personality thing. And then it’s the 
thing that I live in Mölndal, and like my friends think that ohh 
that’s so far away from the city.” (Interview, P5)

When P6 has friends over they usually spend time in the 
kitchen and the living room, depending on what they are 
doing. She rather spends time with her friends in real life 
than online, however that also happens sometimes. To com-
municate through some form of media is common. Both 
P5 and P6 mention Discord (an application quite similar 
to Skype) as a way of talking and chatting with friends. It is 
often used simultaneously as doing something else or using 
another application for games or something similar. 

“Then its like, either it’s just for talking and hanging out or it’s 
like, but do you want to play a game or something and have 
fun, and then you can talk to each other meanwhile.” 
(Interview, P6)

P5 sometimes use Discord for 5-6 hours straight at the same 
time as she is doing something else. She describes it as a 
background buzz that happens to be another person’s voice. 

“In a way it has done that you are communicating more fre-
quently but in a way you are communicating less… it’s not 
much value in the conversation. In a way it feels like they are in 
the room and that I’m able to actively tell them what I’m doing. 
But at the same time it’s not as apparent as if someone would 
be in the room, it’s not. There is a certain dissonance, but at the 
same time it’s as close as you can get to actually sit and talk to 
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someone for real.“
The media use enables the communication with and the 
company of friends but it will not be able to replace it com-
pletely. P1 mentions that she used to hang out with her 
friends online much more frequently before, but in the end 
she got tired of it. 

Digital media at home
The digital media use varies slightly for the participants, but 
it is an evident part of their lives. Phones and computers 
are used frequently throughout the day for all participants. 
P6 and her partner use it in similar ways. For the partici-
pants living at home the parents and siblings use it quite 
frequently as well. P1 little sister is always on her phone 
and constantly in contact with her friends. She is using it 
in the shower sometimes since it is a waterproofed device. 
P5 mother is also a frequent user, mainly for social media 
such as Instagram. P5 herself uses YouTube or podcasts and 
again, mentions having a constant buzz from somewhere. 
However, her leisure media use is limited due to school 
work, but the homework is always done on the computer. 

“My little sister is only on her phone, mom is like half-half but 
still pretty much. I’m also somewhere half-half between the 
phone and the computer and dad not so much. But it’s like the 
phones we use and it’s almost all the time or I feel like that. You 
have your phone on you constantly (…) I don’t know, I use it 
much. My sister is on her phone all the time.” (Interview, P1)

When asking them if they think that the media use is af-
fecting how they use their homes all of them said that they 
think it does. For P5 the poor internet connection makes 
her move from her room to the living room, but if the con-
nection was perfect she would rather stay in her own room. 
P1 says that the media use definitely affects what she does at 
home and with whom. Without it she would probably do 
more things out of boredom. Now instead, she picks up her 
computer and watches YouTube clips for some hours with-
out noticing the time passing by. 

“If we didn’t have our phones, if there was no purpose with 
using them, like now I need to look this up, then you normally 
just pick it up when you are bored. If you didn’t have it you 

would have to do something else, then you might have been 
like, should we do something… I don’t have anything to do…” 
(Interview, P1)

P6 is also sure it effects how she uses her home: 

“It’s quite guaranteed because then I like, I usually sit in the sofa 
when I use the media so then I’m in the sofa again, so in a way 
it does affect me.” (Interview, P6)

However, when asking the participants about whether they 
thought they would use their homes differently if they did 
not have access to digital media or internet, the answer was 
that they probably would not. They claim that the activities 
would probably change, but not what room or space they 
use. They also mention that they probably would spend less 
time at home and more time outdoors. 

“Then I would just have been painting in the sofa. I don’t know 
if it’s that big of a difference because I would still sit in the 
sofa as I already do, but drawing or reading instead. I might 
not have been inside the apartment that much during the day 
either, but maybe been outdoors a little more and so on as well. 
But I don’t think it would affect how much I’m in different 
rooms compared to each other very much actually.” 
(Interview. P6)

And P5: 

”I think that like… it would still be very similar because I’m 
sitting and painting and drawing quite a lot too. And then I 
use my desk for that. And then again I have my armchair that I 
use for chilling and reading. I don’t think I would change that 
much, but the things I do would change… then it’s my mother, 
what would she do without her phone? I have no idea, maybe 
look at what I’m doing in my room, I don’t know.” 
(Interview, P5)

P1 does not think she would do more things in the apart-
ment but rather spend more time outdoors because much 
time is already spent at home. She cannot see what kind 
of activities she would do apart from the ones she’s already 
doing. Distraction is something that P5 describes when she 
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is answering the question about where she uses her media. 
She has divided her room into different stations in order to 
stay focused and efficient. The furniture are dedicated with 
specific purposes to keep a clear division of the spaces. Her 
own experience of insomnia is making her only use the bed 
for sleeping to not associate the bed with anything else. Fur-
ther, she associates the desk with doing homework and the 
armchair with reading. 

“I think it’s because you easily get distracted otherwise. If there 
wasn’t a specific space I think it would be easy to just do some-
thing else instead, like watch a movie or a series or something. 
Because I rather want to do that. So I think it’s mostly about 
being as efficient as possible.” (Interview, P5)

Technology - at home & in the future
Even though the participants belong to a digital generation 
they do not have any specific technology but their comput-
ers, iPads and smartphones at home. This is probably related 
to the economic situation and interest for innovation from 
both parents and participants. 

”No we don’t have a Google Home or something like that, we 
don’t have particularly much high tech stuff I would say our 
computers are the most high tech thing. Computers and the  TV 
and so on, not so much more than that.“ (Interview, P6)

It might also be connected to the standard and age of their 
dwellings.  

”No, we don’t even have a fan in the kicthen like… an older 
apartment. What we still have is an old fuse box and when you 
have more than three stove plates and the oven on at the same 
time a quarter of the apartment gets dark. So perhaps the fire 
alarm?” (Interview, P5)

Further, they did not think that the technological develop-
ment would affect their future homes very much. It would 
firstly be accessible for those who are wealthy and could af-
ford the new technology, but for the common people acces-
sible technology would continue to be small things related 
to the household. P1 expresses skepticism over technocracy 
and describes how she would rather live a life close to nature. 

“But you can have a smart house or something where you 
have Google in the entire house… but I don’t think that I will 
have… I think I belong to those who… I try to keep a distance 
from that and romanticizes to live naturally and things like 
that. I don’t know if it’s something I think about that much.” 
(Interview, P1)

In this assignment the participants were asked to design 
their dream home. The purpose for the researcher was to 
get an understanding of features, qualities and themes that 
seemed important to them in a future home, to trace and 
capture their thoughts of space. 12 persons participated and 
half of them created villas as their dream home. The oth-
er half made apartments. Since they are not architects their 
skill of designing is not a part of the analysis, but rather an 
interpretation and compilation of what they described.

To have an open plan, or not to...
In all three groups a discussion about the open plan as a 
space at home emerged. The participants tended to get po-
larized on the topic. Some of them had experiences of open 
plan from their current homes and did not like it according 
to their experience of the spaces: 

”Where I live right now we have a very open plan so I’m not the 
biggest fan of that. Mostly because we live in a 72 square meter 
apartment and then, you like, you can’t watch TV while some-
one is in the kitchen because the tea boiler sounds so incredibly 
loud.” -Extraction from discussion with group 1, P7

And some simply preferred more separated rooms rather 
than having an open plan:

“The open plan was what I thought was the best before. But 
now I feel that I like it when the rooms are separated”  
- Extraction from discussion with group 3, P11
The four participants that designed open plans all made 
villas. They associated it with being social and being able 
to breathe since it is making the room feel airy. The living 

The dream home assignment results
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rooms and kitchens were put together in one big space on 
the first floor with the focus on being together. 

”Downstairs is supposed to be the social part, because I’m think-
ing that if you want to watch a movie by yourself you can go to 
your own room and watch Netflix, but if you are in the living 
room you are doing it together”  -Extraction from discussion 
with group 1, P8

And:

“It is supposed to be like, more social down here” 
-Extraction from discussion group 1, P1

P1 also mentions that her living room will not have a TV, 
because it is nicer like that. Further, P8 emphasizes that the 
living room, the kitchen and the dining area are supposed 
to be social spaces. 

Creating social spaces in apartments
Those who chose to do apartments seemed to get inspired 
by their own experiences from similar layouts. P9 wanted 
to have a balcony with big doors that was connected to the 
living room, enabling an expansion of the room. The pur-
pose for this was to fit many persons around a table and an 
expansion like that would be possible during the warmer 
months. The reason for this design came from her own ex-
perience of being a lot of people at home during Christmas, 
were it was hard to fit everyone around a table. There is also 
a sense of inclusion and practicality:

“And then I thought that…(…) but if you would be a lot of 
people, then you can have a table out there and like, eat on 
the balcony. And then you can put it together so that like, some 
people sit outside and some sit inside.” -Extraction from dis-
cussion group 3, P9

P5 got inspired by apartments that she had visited and re-
ally liked. Mutual for these was that the kitchen and dining 
areas were the places where people would gather. The tables 
were always in conjunction with or inside the kitchens. For 
her, food symbolizes company and intimacy, which is why 
she designed a big kitchen with much space for dining, to 

emphasize the importance of the room. 

“So I really wanted to emphasize a sort of gathering area that 
is not a living room, it is very easy that you just end up by the 
TV, and I think it is fun and nice but I thought that I didn’t 
want to focus on that here” - Extraction from discussion with 
group 1, P5

Limitations & distractions
Having a clear division of social and private spaces are im-
portant aspects for some of the participants. There seems to 
be a a wish for separated rooms with clear purposes connect-
ed to them, often based on their own experiences: 

“I think it is very cozy to have a bedroom that is only serving as 
a room to sleep in, I didn’t want to have a lot of extra activities 
so I just threw in a really, really big bed in there so it is obvious 
what is taking most space”.- Extraction from discussion with 
group 1, P5

A clear purpose and function for sleeping can also be based 
on experiences of insomnia: 

“…I thought about having a room that is not a room but only a 
bed wedged into the wall because I’ve had much trouble sleeping 
(…) when everything is screened off you can’t see all the stuff 
around you and if it is darker it is easier, so it’s like my dream 
to have a room like that.” -Extraction from discussion with 
group 3, P9

A separated space can also be helpful against distraction: 

“I lived in an apartment with a hallway from where you could 
see the whole apartment. That often makes me late, I realize 
that I’ve forgotten a bunch of things and then I need to run 
back in. I like having a very separated hallway where you forget 
everything.” . -Extraction from discussion with group 1, P7

Further, P3 mentions being distracted by having to much 
things in a room or by the TV. 
“Yeah like it’s too much things in a room it might feel a bit 
messy, you can’t really focus on what you want, if you want to 
work on something then maybe you won’t do it in the living 
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room because then you can get distracted by the TV or some-
thing like that.” -Extraction from discussion with group 1, 
P3

Privacy
Privacy is mentioned in different ways. They mention pri-
vacy by dividing spaces; by upper floor and entrance floor, 
by being inside and outside. It is also divided by emotions; 
being social and being able to withdraw. P12 made a villa 
with an atrium where a private garden was created. 

“I think like, it gets more private meanwhile you are out, if 
you just have a regular garden your neighbor might watch you 
(…) it’s like, you can sit there. It feels surrounded, but in a good 
way.” - Extraction from discussion with group 3, P12

For P11, the kitchen serves as a refuge, in contrast to the 
more lively dining area:

“…if you have a dinner and like a lot of people you can go to the 
kitchen to have your own space.” – Extraction from discussion 
with group 3, P11 

Mentioned spatial & material qualities 
Even though the participants are not architects, they still 
do think and talk about architectural, spatial and materi-
al qualities connected to their dream homes. Some things 
were reccurring, and some only mentioned once. To have a 
window by the sink in the kitchen was mentioned by three 
participants. They described it as a nice and cozy concept, 
whereas, instead of looking in to a wall, the space creates a 
moment of contemplation for the user:       

“… I just think that if you stand there and cook food, then it 
feels so boring to just stare in to a wall… because my thought is 
that there is a nice meadow or a forest or garden or something 
like that around. (…) I think it’s like a view over something, 
like nature or something similar, because then…isn’t it like 
Feng shui that you shouldn’t have a desk against a wall, so you 
just sit and stare right in to it… so it’s more like, an opportunity 
to look out…” -Extraction from discussion with group 2, P2

And: 

“I also have a window by the sink so one can look out while 
washing dishes, it feels like a very cozy concept to me.” 
-Extraction from discussion with group 3, P11

Another room that was frequently mentioned in the discus-
sion was the bathroom. Mostly, the discussion was centered 
on having a bathtub or not, and whether it is disgusting or 
not. However, having a bathtub and a big bathroom was 
symbolizing luxury. Acoording to P2, a big bathroom also 
makes it easier to avoid getting your feet wet.  

”I have never had or lived anywhere with a bathtub so I don’t 
know, it just feels like, luxurious, even though I don’t like to 
bathe myself.” - Extraction from discussion with group 1, p1 

”If someone enters, they might think like, oh, big bathroom, 
what a luxury.” -Extraction from discussion with group 2, 
P2

Further, some of the participants emphasized that the 
amount of space they needed did not necessarily have to 
be huge. The spaces could be separated into rooms or made 
with an open plan, as long as the rooms felt airy and spa-
cious. 

“I like lofts and I’ve always thought about enormous houses… 
what are you supposed to with all the space? But I still wanted 
it to be open, and then I like open plans and I love lofts.” Ex-
traction from discussion with group 2, P2

“I thought that I wanted an attic, like, pretty small, because I 
feel that I don’t need a lot of space and I don’t like open plan 
so I wanted it to be clear and separated with rooms, walls and 
things like that. I wanted it to be separated.”  -Extraction from 
discussion with group 1, P3

The quotes above also mention lofts and attics as attributes 
for their dream homes. Further, roofs and ceiling heights 
are other mentioned features and qualities. Oblique roofs 
and high ceilings are architectural qualities in some of the 
participants’ homes. High ceilings are often associated with 
light and spaciousness and are mentioned in opposition to 
the rooms being claustrophobic and cramped. It is also con-

results
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nected with windows and light. 

” I think that even if it is not super big it still feels bigger if it’s 
not to many walls. I also have a lot of windows to get light in, 
and then high ceilings to make it airy and not completely claus-
trophobic.” -Extraction from discussion with group 2, P2

” Like, I think it is very nice and very pretty with high ceilings 
without like… because it’s like this, that apartments are often 
associated with being narrow and cramped. But I wanted to 
create an illusion that it is a high ceiling and that there is space 
to breathe with like big windows and things like that…” 
-Extraction from discussion with group 1, P5

One participant mentions oblique roofs, to her, they are as-
sociated with coziness:

”The oblique roof is most because like, it feels more cozy and 
snug and things like that.” -Extraction from discussion with 
group 1, P3

Form and shapes of openings are mentioned by one partic-
ipant. She wanted to emphasize the importance of going 
further in to the apartment from the hallway by designing 
an opening as a vault. The shape is inviting people to go in 
to the kitchen and it creates curiosity. 

”It’s an interesting and a more conspicuous form than just a reg-
ular opening. So then it might emphasize that it is a space you 
can actually enter and not just an opening to another room.”
-Extraction from discussion with group group1, P5

Other rooms mentioned was an atrium with a secret under-
ground passage. P12 got inspired by Minecraft and wanted 
an exciting space in her house that somehow connected the 
cellar floor. Another participant wanted an exterior corridor 
as an entrance to her apartment. She associated it with a 
social space and to her own experience of it: 

“Some people always have their curtains down and that is prob-
ably nice for them, but we always had ours up. So when you sit 
there for a coffee the neighbors can see you and then they can 
come and join you for a coffee.” -Extraction from discussion 

Participant 2 dream home model of  a small house with open plan 
and a loft.

Participant 5 dream home model of an aprtment with a big kicthehn 
and dining area.

results

with group 1, P7

Another frequently mentioned room was studio spaces for 
creative work. The participants are drawing and painting on 
their spare time, mostly in their own room, and they seem 
to long for a space dedicated for creativity. 

bathroom

bedroomliving room

loft

kitchen

desk

hallway/
vestibule

kitchendining area
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The three groups had different approaches when designing 
the kitchens. The two first groups started from their own 
experiences of kitchens and wanted to be practical in their 
layouts. They started designing by bringing the self-evident 
parts of a kitchen, namely the stove, sink and oven, togeth-
er. Even if their intention was to be practical, their designs 
were not creating efficient spaces for several persons cooking 
at the same time. In the first group, two participants were 
passive and looking while the other two were preparing the 
dish. In the second group the dish created opportunities for 
everyone to participate in the making of it. 
 However, their layout did not encourage social in-
teraction when chopping and frying the food. Instead, they 
were lined up along the kitchen and facing the wall. The 
third group distinguished themselves by creating a different 
layout from the previous groups and by starting with the 
assembly of the kitchen table. Their design was encourag-
ing social interaction and conversation. This was mainly en-
abled by a kitchen island that made the interaction possible 
from several directions

Workshop results

HSB LL group results

Created by Azmi Anshori
from the Noun Project
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Figure 9: Group 2 had a layout that enabled working side by side in a linear way. 

Figure 10: Group 3 had a layout that enabled working from several directions.

results
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HSB LL group 1 layout

Group 1 took about an hour to design their kitchen. From 
the discussion afterwards information about how they 
thought before, meanwhile and after emerged. Their start-
ing point was to decide what to build it around, to set some 
“rules”, for example where the refrigerator was placed. It was 
important that it looked pretty and that it was practical. 
They expressed feeling limited due to the fixed placement of 
the refrigerator and placed the sink and the stove in relation 
to it. 
 In the beginning they also discussed having a kitch-
en island but later decided to not go through with that idea 
since it was unnecessary space and they already felt they had 
enough work space by only using the bottom cabinets along 
the walls. 

“I don’t get the idea of having a kitchen island as a table because 
the thing is that it becomes so dirty when you cook food there, 
and then you have to clean the space before you can sit down 
and eat.“  - extraction from discussion
 
They started with creating the kitchen and then made the 
kitchen table. They used the middle sized wooden board 
and fit five chairs around it. The placement of the table was 
somewhat where they would have placed a kitchen island 
and they all agreed that the table created the same kind of 
flow as an island would. All six movable walls were used to 
define the space and to make it cozy. An opening was made 
towards “the cozy part” thus towards the kitchen table, to 
make it feel welcoming. They wanted to limit the space but 
not lose the airy feeling of it. 
 The cooking itself was hard since the task was quite 
simple and they didn’t have to be so many in order to make 
the food. The placement of the table in the kitchen enables 
social interaction for a person sitting there with the one who 
is cooking. 

Comments
The main focus for this group was to create a cozy and prac-
tical space with the task in mind. The space was quite sim-
ilar to a general kitchen layout and created a feeling of the 
design being based on their previous experiences of kitchen 
layouts. They had themselves as a starting point for how 
big the kitchen would be and how many to fit around the 
table. However, the kichen layout did not encourage good 
communication for the ones cooking, the design was rather 
exclusive than inclusive.  

the scones group

results
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HSB LL group 2 layout

The second group were assigned to make a salad. They put 
together the kitchen fast and were focused on the task ahead 
of them. The started designing by bringing the stove and 
the sink together, according to them it was the most natural 
starting point because they needed it in order to fry the hal-
loumi, and then continued with the kitchen table because of 
its size. They used some cabinets between the sink and the 
stove to create space for cutting. Even though they did not 
need the oven they placed it in the kitchen anyway because 
they felt that it belongs to the concept of a kitchen.   

“When you think about a kitchen your first thoughts are: fridge, 
stove…” – extraction from discussion

“We didn’t think about our layout, we just put something to-
gether and it worked.” – extraction from discussion

 The layout originated from what the room already 
suggested, for example the placement of the refrigerator. The 
group focused on being practical. One of the participants 
expressed that is was hard to be so many cooking together. 
However, another participant thought the space they had 
was enough.  

Comments
This group focused on being practical and finishing the task. 
Their main reference seemed to be other kicthens that they 
had experienced. No thoughts were expressed regarding so-
cial aspects or comfort. They wanted to be quick but the 
design was not helping them in being efficient in the kitch-
en as a group. One participant mentioned that the kitchen 
worked for a maximum of two persons, however, creating a 
sapce that was big enough was not something they thought 
about while putting it together.

the halloumi salad group

results
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HSB LL group 3 layout

The third group was assigned to bake a chocolate cake. Un-
like the two first groups, this group started with organizing 
the table and the dining area. They chose the largest piece 
of wood to make a table of first and put six chairs around 
it. However, when they started with the kitchen part they 
changed it to the smaller one due to lack of space. Further, 
in contrast to the other groups, this group created their 
kitchen around the existing sink and dishwasher and used 
the natural light from the existing windows actively in their 
design. They did not consider the refrigerators fixed posi-
tion, but pretended it stood on the other side. This enabled 
them to think freely about the placement of the kitchen is-
land that stood close to the fixed refrigerator. A comment 
about having an island was: 

“To have somewhere to sit, maybe eat breakfast or have a snack, 
because when you eat alone it feels unnecessary to sit by a big ta-
ble and a little lonely. So by the island if feels more comfortable 
to eat and study.” – extraction from discussion

 The layout of the kitchen is the result of a many 
discussions within the group meanwhile they were design-
ing. They compromised with each other and in the end all 
of them seemed very content with the layout of the room. 
They created a social space that worked well for a group of 
people:

“This layout works very well for a family but if it was for myself 
it would be too big.“– extraction from discussion

Comments
This group created a social space with good possibilities to 
interact with one another. They were one participant more 
which might have affected the layout and design of their 
kitchen. They also tried something different by creating a 
kitchen island. Their layout enabled participation for all of 
them even if everyone was not cooking at the same time, 
they could still chat with each other and be a part of what 
was happening. They created an inclusive kitchen for a 
group of people where interaction was possible in many 
ways. The fact that they were one participant more might 
have been a reason why they started with the table and seat-
ing first and overall why they seemed to have a social focus 
in their design.

the chocolate cake group

results
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Discussion 

>> How are teenagers in Gothenburg occupying and using their 
everyday spaces at home? 

The answers to the first research question in this thesis are 
found in the results section. A summary of the most important 
parts of this will be given here. 

The participants in this thesis show a need for privacy and 
being able to withdraw, whether it is in the own room, the 
kitchen or the sofa. The own room is associated with emotions 
of freedom; it is a space where they can create their own identi-
ty by furnishing and decorating it as they like, and it is a space 
where they are free to do whatever they want. When living to-
gether with parents, the own room becomes the hub at home. 
Some of the activities that they do, they also do in bed, like 
checking the phone or using the computer. For the participant 
living alone the living room serves as the hub at home and the 
sofa as the center point. She chooses the sofa over the bed since 
she has the opportunity to do so without being disturbed by a 
family member. 
 Further, the results show that they share their homes 
with their parents and siblings, but they live separated lives. 
Participants are often found withdrawn to their own private 
spaces where they do most of their activities, whereas parents 
are using the social spaces as the kitchen and the living room.
 The participants are of age and they are independent 
regarding taking responsibility for schoolwork and their own 
activities, however they depend much on their parents in terms 
of household responsibilities. None of the participants living 
with at least one parent mentioned doing grocery shopping, 
cleaning or other maintenance aspects connected to the dwell-
ings. It is the participant’s homes, but their parents residences. 
 The digital media use is affecting how they socialize 
and interact with household members at home and it is en-
abling interaction and communication with friends for several 
hours. P5 describes it as the closest way of feeling that someone 
is in the room with you, when talking through a communica-
tions application. Digital media is affecting how they use their 
homes, because it is connected to what they do. However, they 
claim that without digital media or internet they would do 
other activities, but not necessarily change the spaces where 
they do them, and that they would probably spend more time 
outdoors. Even though they belong to a digital generation they 
are not convinced that it will be a crucial part of their future 
households.
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>>What knowledge can be obtained by architects from teenagers 
spatial and emotional experiences of their homes? 

To further understand what architects can obtain from the 
participant’s thoughts on homes and architecture, an overview 
over the general spaces in a home will be given here.
 
Kitchens & dining areas
From the dream home assignment the participants associated 
and imagined the kitchens as social and intimate places where 
time is spent with friends around the dinner table. In the open 
plan, the kitchens were often equipped with either a bar table 
or a kitchen island. Further, emphasis was put on details and 
everyday qualities such as having a window by the sink, or by 
practicalities such as the smells and odors from cooking. How-
ever, their description of their current use at home showed 
that they rarely bring friends over. In their current homes they 
are exiled to their own room (by choice) and the social spaces 
are primarily occupied by their parents. The results from the 
dream home imply that the kitchen is a space with great social 
value that should be designed to enhance social interaction. 

“I thought a lot about apartments I’ve been to and that I really, re-
ally liked and the common thing with all of them were that, firstly 
there was not really any other places to meet than the kitchen table 
and the tables were always close to, or like directly connected to the 
kitchens. And I think that was great, I think it’s very important 
because food symbolizes company and like intimacy and inviting 
friends for dinner and things like that…” 
-Extraction from dream home discussion, P5

Open plan
Interesting discussions about the open plan emerged when the 
participants described their dream homes. P3 and P7 preferred 
spaces with separated rooms in their dream homes because 
they did not like the open plan based on their own experienc-
es. P7 described it as noisy and distracting to have an open 
space between the living room and the kitchen where she got 
disturbed by kitchen noise when watching TV in the living 
room.  

”Where I live right now we have a very open plan so I’m not the 
biggest fan of that. Mostly because we live in a 72 square meter 
apartment and then, you like, you can’t watch TV while someone 
is in the kitchen because the tea boiler sounds so incredibly loud.” 
-Extraction from dream home discussion, P7

The kitchen of P5 dream home emphasizes the 
importance of having enough space for eating and 
cooking and encourages social interaction.

kitchendining area
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”… it’s the social thing again. If you have friends over, and maybe 
a lot of friends over then maybe you are able to move around a 
lot and freely. And I think that the living room, the kitchen and 
the dining table should be dedicated for being social. And then it 
should be separate if you want to be alone in your own room. I 
don’t know, that’s just how I feel about the living room and the 
kitchen.”  
-Extraction from dream home discussion, P8

The plan drawing of her current home shows a common 
layout of an open plan solution. The illustration depicts the 
openness of the space. However, for P2 the open plan in her 
home is positively associated with the space being airy and 
open. She prefers the spaces to be open rather than enclosed 
with walls because that makes the rooms feel cramped. In her 
dream home the only defined spaces with walls are the bath-
room and the hallway. 
 The open plan has been a very popular way of de-
signing dwellings. The results show that the participants who 
advocated the open plan were participants that currently lived 
in homes without an open plan. Further, that two out of three 
participants who lived in an open plan did not appreciate it. 
The results of this study are not sufficient enough to make 
hasty conclusions about the open plan, however it depicts a 
critical perspective upon the function and experience of the 
open plan, as well as visualizing the open plan as a layout with 
great potential for social interaction in the minds of those who 
dream about it. 

Living room
The living room as a separate space was briefly commented in 
the description of the dream homes for the participants who 
chose to not do an open plan. Their focus was often on other 
spaces. 

Bedroom
The bedrooms from the dream homes were designed mainly 
for sleeping and with some kind of storage space. Some of 
the participants had experiences of insomnia and wanted the 
room to be dedicated for only sleeping. This was related to 
their own experiences of sleeping disorders and emphasizes 
the importance of having a specific space for the purpose of 
sleeping, separated from other functions and activities. In their 
current homes their own beds serve as a place where digital 
media is frequently used which might cause troubles sleeping. 
This could imply a need for a clear division of space in the bed-
rooms of teenagers and emphasizes the importance of having 

The current home of P3
(1 of 2 floors)

The dream home of P3

living room

bedroom

studio

kitchen
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enough space for a bed and storage. The design could suggest 
specific spaces for different use within the bedroom to mini-
mize the risk of associating the own room with stress. 

“…or like, I thought it was very important with the bedroom 
because, from the beginning I was thinking about making a room 
that wasn’t a room but just a bed wedged into the wall because 
like, I have problems sleeping, and it’s like very… when everything 
is screened off and you don’t see a lot of stuff and it’s darker then it’s 
easier to fall asleep, and it’s my dream to have a room like that.” 
Extraction from dream home discussion, P9

Hallway
The hallways were only associated with taking on shoes and 
outerwear when describing the use in the diary. However when 
talking about their dream homes, the hallway was suddenly as-
sociated with a space of confusion, mess and a lack of storage 
where participants tended to forget things and get distracted. 
It was also associated as a space were visitors could “get stuck” 
and not enter the rest of the home.
 Initially, it was surprising that the hallway was a space 
they put much emphasis on, however the space is used every 
day and often many times per day, emphasizing the impor-
tance and function of the hallway. It is a place that gets dirty 
and wet depending on the weather. The space for storage ex-
pands and decreases with the season’s outerwear. If the design 
enables tidiness by sufficient storage space, and if it is some-
what a separate space at home, the design could simplify the 
everyday use of the hallway and enhance qualities to create 
a welcoming and inviting space, both for guests and for the 
members of the household, and enhance the first experience of 
a home. 

“I like to have a specific area where you take on and off your shoes 
and can put stuff, I didn’t do any storage space, but it should be 
there. Because it’s easy that you like put your keys in the kitchen 
or like that things spread out…and then you forget… because I’m 
like putting my phone somewhere and then two seconds later I 
totally forgot where I put it. So I think it’s nice to have a space like 
that.”  - Extraction from dream home discussion, P1

Bathroom
Bathtubs were frequently mentioned in the dream homes. 
Many of the participants did not have bathtubs in their cur-
rent homes, and associated it with luxury, hotel bathrooms 
and that it is an unusual feature in apartments. Based on their 
experience, they also emphasized bigger bathrooms with much 

The hallway of P7 dream home was a corridor 
completeley screened off from the rest of the 
home. 
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storage space. Both bathtubs and bigger bathrooms were as-
pects that many of the participants expressed a want for. One 
participant designed a shower with a glass block wall to divide 
the space. P6 who is living alone and doing her laundry in the 
laundry room misses a washing machine in her apartment. 
 The bathroom is a space that is used multiple times a 
day. As the hallway, it serves as a room with a clear function 
that needs to operate properly. Shortcomings, like insufficient 
space or storage becomes evidently strenuous in a space with 
such a frequent use. Washing machines in the bathrooms is 
common in newly built apartments, however in many old-
er apartments the laundry rooms are still used. The required 
measurements for accessibility is creating large bathrooms in 
new dwellings as the space needs to be adapted for a person in 
a wheelchair. The participants in the focus group are mostly 
living in older buildings which might cause the wish for bigger 
bathrooms. 

Balcony/Garden
The outdoor spaces in the dream homes were associated with 
setting tables for eating and spending time with friends. Bal-
conies in apartments were described as extra space during the 
warmer months where big tables could fit on the balcony. The 
ones who designed villas described the gardens as enabling easy 
access to nature which added a cozy atmosphere to the homes. 
From the interviews of P1 and P5, they both mentioned us-
ing balconies and verandas with friends and family members. 
Outdoor spaces are spaces for gathering and having a good 
time that add an extra value to the dwelling and its users. It’s 
a space for everyone in the household and their friends where 
they can have a good time. The outdoor spaces serve as recre-
ational spots at home and are important features in dwellings. 

”When I started sketching I first thought about doing an apart-
ment but then I changed my mind because I really wanted to have 
a garden”. 
- Extraction from dream home discussion, P1

”Then I thought that I could have a little garden in front, like a 
little wood cabin, that’s cozy” 
- Extraction from dream home discussion, P2

The dream home of P2 is a villa surrounded 
by forests and meadows. 
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The own room is the most important room for the participants 
when living with their parents. It is important that the room 
is designed with enough space to facilitate a growing persons 
needs in different stages of life, from child to teenager. To de-
sign bedrooms that can be subdivided could be important in 
future layouts to enhance the life quality of its user. 
 The use of technology such as smartphones and com-
puters affect how the participants use their home and interact 
with family members at home.
 Several times, the participants expressed a need and 
want for things that they currently are missing. They want to 
spend time with friends in the kitchen and on the balcony but 
they are not doing it. They had small bathrooms without bath-
tubs and wanted bigger bathrooms with bathtubs and enough 
space for storage. They did not have specific rooms for drawing 
and painting and wanted studios. The majority of those who 
lived in a dwelling with an open plan did not appreciate its 
features and wanted spaces to be divided by walls, and those 
who wanted an open plan were living in homes with divided 
spaces. 
  The participants had aspects and rooms that they re-
flect much upon, such as the open plan and their own room, 
and some that were less thought of to begin with, such as the 
hallway. 

This study is not representative for the whole generation since 
it had few participants, they were 18 years old and only fe-
males. However, it gives a snapshot of some teenager’s use of 
their homes in Gothenburg today. The generational perspec-
tive served as an interesting starting point and a necessary 
background in order to understand today’s youth in general 
and the conducted study served as a key tool to understand 
the participants use in particular. Further research is needed 
to broaden the perspectives even more, and it is my belief that 
by including more perspectives and by understanding others, 
architects acquire the knowledge to be able to create diversified 
spaces for everyone.

Conclusion

Reflection
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Home: built around 1965-1970
Location: Partille
3 room apartment, tenant-owned
Separated parents, living with mother and sister in 
the apartment every other week, then with father in 
a row house in the same area

“Weekdays usually pass by rather quickly, either I climb 
or exercise or I’am out to meet my boyfriend or a friend 
so what I do at home is simply the most important things 
like eating, showering and resting.” 

On a weekday the paticipant uses her phone as an alarm and 
for leisure in the morning. She then goes through a morn-
ing routine consisting of washing her face, eating breakfast, 
brushing her teeth and packing her bag to get ready to leave 
for school. What time she gets home in the afternoon de-
pends on what day it is. However, the family always eats an 
early dinner around 17-18.00. After dinner the particpiant 
talks to her mother for a while and then rests in her room in 
front of the computer. She is away for some time to exercise 
and it is late when she gets back home. She then showers, 
brushes her teeth, charges and checks her phone before go-
ing to bed. 
 During the weekend the participant normally 
wakes up before her mother and sister, she checks her phone 
in bed before going to the kitchen to eat breakfast alone. She 
makes tea and then spends some hours in her room, draw-
ing and sketching. She leaves the apartment for a hike with 
her boyfriend and returs some hours later. The two cook 
pizza and then eat it in front of a documentary in the living 
room. The boyfriend leaves around 23.00 and she then goes 
to bed. 

Comments
The participant does not seem to spend much time with her 
family at home. Most of the interaction between the family 
memebers seem to center around the kitchen, like cooking 
and eating together. However, she spends  a lot of time with 
her boyfriend, both at home and outside the home. Exer-
cising is taking up a big part of her days, meking her spend 
less time at home. Her own room is used for basic routines 
(sleeping, dressing, etc) but also for leisure time spent with 
some kind of digital media of for drawing. 

participant 1
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plan based on participants’ drawing over current home from assignment 1
(illustration, no scale)

Mentioned activities and use 
room by room

weekday:
wake up
check Instagram on the 
phone in bed
get dressed 
pack schoolbag
rest with computer in 
bed watching youtube
check phone
charge phone
go to bed 
sleep

weekday & weekend:
brush teeth
wash face
deodorant
shower

weekend:
wake up
watch youtube on the 
phone in bed
drinktea
sketch/draw
get dressed 
pack bag for hike with 
boyfriend
charge phone
go to bed 
sleep

weekend:
watch documentary
eat dinner
hang out with boyfriend

weekday & weekend:
cook food
eat breakfast
eat dinner

weekday & weekend:
take on shoes and 
outerwear
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participant 2

Home: built around 1930
Location: Hisingen
3 room apartment, rental 
Living with mother

Participant 2 wakes up around eight, snoozes and then plays 
games on her phone. When she gets up she does a morning-
stretch and makes the bed. She eats breakfast by the kitchen 
table meanwhile she is reading a book or using the comput-
er. Around 9.10 she brushes her teeth och checks her phone 
in the bathroom. She goes to her room and puts on make-
up and then to the kitchen to do the dishes from the day 
before. At 9.45 she leaves for school. She gets back home 
around 18.00 and makes a cup of tea, reads and checks her 
computer by the kitchen table. At 19.30 she is eats dinner 
and watches netflix in the living room. After dinner she is 
doing the dishes and then goes to the bathtroom to brush 
her  teeth, change to pyjamas and go to bed around 22.00.
 During the weekend she wakes up around 9.00 and 
stays in bed longer than on a weekday. She plays games on 
her phone and gets out of bed around 10.00 to eat breakfast 
in the kitchen. Around 11.00 she gets dressed in her room 
and makes plans for the day. She leaves the apartment to see 
a friend in the city and gets back home around 16.00. She 
goes to her room  to draw/sketch and a couple of hours later 
she eats dinner and wathes a movie in the living room. After 
dinner she goes to her room to draw some more and then 
to the bathroom to do her evening hygiene routine before 
going to bed around 23.30. She plays on her phone in bed 
before falling asleep.

Comments
Participant 2 never mentions her mother who she is living 
with so it is hard to know what their interaction consists of. 
It seems like she spends much time by the kitchen table and 
in the living room with some form of digital media, maybe 
because her mother is not at home.  She is the only partici-
pant mentioning doing the dishes. During the weekends she 
spends more time in her room with drawing and sketching, 
maybe because her mother is at home, and because she has 
more time for leisure activities. 
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Mentioned activities and use 
room by room

weekday:
wake up
snoozing
plays games on her phone in bed
morningstretch
make the bed
put on make up
go to bed 
sleep

weekday & weekend:
brush teeth
wash face

weekend:
wake up
play games on her phone in bed
get dressed
drawing/sketching
play games on her phone before 
falling asleep

weekday & weekend:
eat dinner and watch 
movie/Netflix

weekday & weekend:
eat breakfast
wash dishes
read book
use computer

weekday & weekend:
take on shoes and 
outerwear

plan based on participants’ drawing over current home from assignment 1
(illustration, no scale)
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participant 3

Home: built around 1970
Location: Västra Frölunda
6 room villa, ownership
Living with mother, father and brother

“Breakfast! Sometimes I eat in my room, somtimes by the 
kitchen table, it depends on the mood I’m in.”

Participant 3 wakes up in her own room and takes it easy 
with her computer in bed before breakfast. Sometimes she 
eats breakfast in her room, sometimes in the kitchen, it de-
pends on the mood. She goes to the bathroom to brush her 
teeth, wash her face etc. She gets dressed and puts on make 
up in her own room and then leaves for school. When she 
gets back home she goes to her room and sits by her dekstop 
computer to play games, draw, watch youtube and to study. 
The whole family is gathered by the kitchen table as they 
eat dinner together. After the meal she sometimes watches 
something on the TV, otherwise she goes back to her room 
to do something on the computer. She brushes her teeth and 
showers, goes to bed and uses her laptop before sleeping. 
 During the weekend she sleeps longer in the morn-
ing and wakes up somewhere between 11-14.00. She sits 
with the laptop in bed longer and depending on what time 
she wakes up she either eats breakfast with the rest of the 
family in the kitchen or she eats alone in her room. If she 
remembers she brushes her teeth, sometimes she forgets be-
cause she wakes up so late. If she is not going somwhere she 
stays in her room painting/drawing and doing things on her 
computer in between. She goes upstairs for dinner with the 
family and afterwards she might watch a mvoie with her fa-
ther in the living room, otherwise she goes back to her room 
and uses the computer. She showers and then goes to bed to 
use her laptop for watching a movie or some kind of social 
media before falling asleep. 

Comments 
The digital media use is very tangible in participant 3 life at 
home, where she spends most of her time in her room. Din-
ner and watching a movie seems to be the only interaction 
between her and other family members. The whole cellar 
floor seems to be a space dedicated for her and her brother, 
creating a private zone for them where they can be alone. 
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Mentioned activities and use 
room by room

weekday: 
wake up
use laptop in bed
eat breakfast (sometimes)
get dressed
put on make up
use desktop computer for 
games, youtube etc.
drawing
studying
use laptop in bed before 
falling asleep

weekend:
wake up
use laptop in bed (longer than 
on weekdays) 
eat breakfast (sometimes)
drawing/painting
use desktop computer
use laptop in bed before 
falling asleep

weekday & 
weekend:
brush teeth
wash face
shower

weekday & weekend:
watch TV/movie

weekday & weekend:
eat breakfast
eat dinner with family

weekday & 
weekend:
take on shoes and 
outerwear
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participant 4

Home: built around 1920
Location: Kålltorp
2 room apartment, tenant-owned
Living with mother and father

“I’m sitting in the kitchen beacuse I like being alone in 
a room for a long period of time when I’m working or 
studying and it is the only space where I can be somewhat 
by myself.”

Partcipant 4 sleeps in a sofa bed in the living room due to a 
renovation of another apartment. She describes three differ-
ent ways of what her mornings can look like, however the 
routines are quite similar to eachother. The basic outline of 
her mornings are: she wakes up after snoozing a couple of 
times and goes to her parents bedroom where she has her 
clothes. She then gets dressed in the kitchen and then brush-
es her teeth and checks her phone in the bathroom. If she 
has times shee puts some make up on in the bathroom, but 
sometimes her father needs to shower and she has to wait 
unitil her mother gets up in order to use the mirror in her 
parents bedroom instead. She skips breakfast and packs her 
bag to leave for school. When she gets back she eats lunch 
or a snack, depending on what day it is, by the kitchen table 
in front of Youtube. She is tired so she takes a nap in the 
sofa for 1-2 hours and then gets up to play Minecraft by 
the dekstop computer in the bedroom for some time. After 
that she goes to the kitchen and meditates through an app 
before she starts studying with music playing in her head-
phones. If there is time she sketches a bit before going to bed 
around 23.00-1.30. Sometimes she forgets to make the sofa 
bed before her parents have gone to bed, so she has to sneak 
around to not wake them up. 
 During the weekends she usually sleeps somewhere 
else. At home her mother is waking her up in the morning 
by talking loudly to the dog. Then someone is putting on 
the TV and she moves from the sofa bed to her parents bed-
room where she sleeps until 12.00. She eats a light lunch 
and then leaves the apartment together with her parents. 
The participant and her mother cook a light meal when they 
get back home, and she then sits by the kitchen table to 
eat and watch youtube, and later to study and paint. The 
kitchen is where she stores her easel, colours and brushes. 
Around 01.00 she goes to bed, listens to some music in her 
headphones and falls asleep. 

Comments
Participant 4 interaction with her parents is tangible due to 
their current housing situation. They seem to stumble upon 
each other on a daily basis. She mentions the kitchen as the 
only room where she can be alone which is probably why 
she spends most of her time at home there. 
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Mentioned activities and use 
room by room

weekday & weekend:
wake up
fold out sofa/make bed
listen to music in headphones
go to bed
sleep

weekday & weekend:
put on shoes and outerwear
pack bag

weekday:
get clothes
put on make up
play Minecraft on 
desktop computer

weekend:
sleep

weekday & weekend:
eat lunch
eat dinner
study
use laptop, watch Youtube
draw/sktech/paint
get dressed

weekday & weekend:
brush teeth
put on makeup

plan based on participants’ drawing over current home from assignment 1
(illustration, no scale)
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participant 5

Home: built around 1950
Location: Mölndal
3 room apartment, rental 
Separated parents, mostly living with mother 

Partcipant 5 wakes up and stays in bed for a while to read a 
book or to check her phone. She gets dressed, packs her bag 
and gets ready in her room. She eats breakfast and checks 
her phone in the kitchen, sometimes she eats together 
with her mother if they are on the same schedule. In the 
bathroom she brushes her teeth, uses the toilet and checks 
her phone simultaneously to save time. She then leaves for 
school and gets back around 18.00. She studies in the living 
room since the internet connection is not working properly,  
her mother later joins her for dinner in the same space. The 
participant has two rats that needs socializing in order to 
keep them healthy. The rats are staying in her room and she 
lets them out on the floor where she is sitting and studying 
menawhile they are out. Later she goes out to the kitchen to 
make them food, leaves the food to them and then goes to 
the bathroom to brush her teeth before going to bed. 
 During the weekend she wakes up around 12.00 
and stays in bed longer, reading and checking her phone. 
She eats breakfast with her mother in the living room mean-
while watching a serie. They stay there a while after finishing 
their meal. Around 15.00 she starts studying by the desk 
in her room with another cup of coffe in her hands. Some-
times she sketches and writes there too. Some hours later she 
brushes her teeth in the bathroom. She eats dinner with her 
mother in the kitchen and then goes to her room to clean 
the rats cage. This takes a few hours and the different parts 
need to be cleaned in the bathroom. When that is done she 
goes to the kitchen to make them food and then goes back 
to her room to put everything together again. She is done 
around 01.00 and goes to bed afterwards. 

Comments
The bad internet connection at home seems to force par-
ticipant 5 to study in the living room instead of in her own 
room. Otherwise she spends most of her time in her room 
and meets her mother for meals and leisure time in the 
kitchen and in the living room. The rats are living in her 
room which contributes to her spending more time there. 
The rats also contribute to another movement pattern where 
she needs to carry their cage between her room and the 
bathroom once a week.  
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Mentioned activities and use 
room by room

weekday:
wake up
check phone/read a book
get dressed
take care of rats
study
got o bed
check phone/read a book
sleep

weekend:
wake up
check phon/read a book
study
write
draw/sketch
take care of rats
go to bed
sleep

weekday:
eat breakfast
make food for rats

weekend:
eat dinner

weekday:
study
dinner with mother

weekend:
eat breakfast 
watch series

weekday & weekend:
put on shoes and outerwear
pack bag

weekday & weekend:
brush teeth
check phone

plan based on participants’ drawing over current home from assignment 1
(illustration, no scale)
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participant 6

Home: built around 1980
Location: Partille
1, 5 room apartment, tenant-owned
Living with partner 

“(...)...even though it’s pretty small I like it very much and 
I think it is very cozy, and it is where I live together
with my boyfriend and a cat.“

Participant 6 is the only one in the focus group living in her 
own apartment. She wakes up in the alcove in the morn-
ing, snoozing and then checking her phone. The wardrobe 
is in the hallway so she gets dressed there and then goes to 
the bathroom to wash her face and fix her hair. She eats 
something small in the kitchen and then packs her bag in 
the hallway to leave for school. She gets back home around 
15.30 and makes a snack in the kicthen that she eats in front 
of her laptop in the sofa. She is studying until around 18.30 
when she starts cooking food. She eats it in the sofa with 
her boyfriend meanwhile watching a movie/series. After 
the meal she takes it easy/rests and studies some more. She 
brushes her teeth and gets ready to go to bed around 23.30.
 During the weekend she stays in bed longer in the 
morning, half-asleep or checking her phone. She gets up 
around 12.30 to wash her face etc. and then sits in the sofa 
with her laptop for a while. About an hour later she makes 
lunch and eats it in the kitchen. She sorts her laundry in 
the hallway and prepares to go to the laundry room. She 
goes there and back again a few times before the laundry 
has dried. She spends her time in the sofa with her laptop 
in between the washings. When it is done around 18.00 she 
makes a snack in the kitchen that she eats in front of her 
laptop in the sofa. Around 23.00 she takes a shower, brushes 
her teeth and then goes to bed. 
 
Comments 
Participant 6 is spending most of her time at home in the 
sofa in the living room. Since it is her own apartment she 
is not bound by being in her own room, instead the living 
room serves as the most frequent used space for her. That is 
where she eats, studies, draws, hangs out with her boyfriend 
and watches series and movies. She is the only participant 
mentioning doing her own laundry. The laundry room is 
affecting the flexibility of being able to leave the aprtment 
as one likes.
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Mentioned activities and use 
room by room

weekday:
put on shoes and outerwear
get dressed
weekend:
put on shoes and outerwear
sort laundry

weekend:
use laptop for work/study
use laptop for leisure
eat lunch
eat an evening snack

weekday:
pack bag
use laptop for work/study
use laptop for leisure
eat an evening snack with boyfriend

weekday & weekend:
cook
eat a small snack

weekday & weekend:
brush teeth
wash face
fix hair
shower

plan based on participants’ drawing over current home from assignment 1
(illustration, no scale)
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interview 1
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interview 2
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interview 3
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dream home discussion
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Understanding how generation Z occupy and use space
with a focus on 18 year olds in Gothenburg 
Master’s thesis, Chalmers School of Architecture - Susanne Sibinska Taieb

ACEX35

Introduktion
Ett examensarbete i Arkitektur
Understanding how generation Z occupy and use space 
är titeln på mitt examensarbete i Arkitektur på 
Chalmers Tekniska Högskola. Ni kommer att vara 
en del av en undersökning om hur vi använder våra 
hem idag, med särskilt fokus på ungas användande. 
Resultatet kommer att sammanställas av mig och i 
slutändan mynna ut i en eller flera designkoncept 
gjorda i dialog med er. Era tankar, ideér och 
kommentarer kommer att vara en viktig faktor i hur 
projektet utvecklas.

Bakgrundshistoria
I slutet av 1800-talet och början av 1900-talet 
hade Sverige Europas sämsta bostadsstandard. 
Det utgjorde bland annat en av orsakerna till 
att så många valde att emigrera till Amerika. 
Arbetarrörelsen under 1920-talet verkade för att 
klyftorna i samhället skulle minska och för att 
arbetare skulle ha rätt till säkra arbetsplatser och 
bra boenden. På 1930-talet myntades begreppet 
folkhemmet av dåvarande statsministern Per-
Albin Hansson. Folkhemmet var en politisk 
vision för jämställdhet och samhällsutveckling 
där ett rent leverne och bra hushåll skulle 
främjas.  Under 1940-talet grundades Hemmens 
Forskningsinstitut och noggranna mätningar gjordes 
då på hemmafruars rörelsemönster i sina bostäder. 
Rationaliseringen av bostaden och resultatet av 
forskningen ledde till en rad förändringar i hur 
bostäder utformades samt till en ny svensk standard 
för våra hem. 

Ingen lika omfattande forskning på hur vi rör oss i 
och använder våra hem har gjorts sen dess. Mycket 
har hänt sedan 40-talet och jag behöver nu er hjälp 
för att berätta hur vi rör oss i våra hem idag sett ur 
ungdomars perspektiv.  

Uppgifterna
På följande sidor presenteras 2 uppgifter för er som ni ska utföra 
både hemma och i skolan under lektionstid. Processen och 
uppgifterna kommer att vara betygsgrundande för er i 
designkursen ni tar och de är delvis anpassade efter 
er läroplan. 
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Uppgift 1
 
Rita upp ditt hem som en planlösning 
Den första uppgiften består av att rita upp ditt hem 
som du minns det just nu. Proportioner är inte 
så viktiga i den här uppgiften. Det viktiga är att 
beskriva ditt hem med penna och papper genom att 
rita för hand. Om du hellre ritar digitalt så går det 
också bra. 

Hur ser ditt hem ut? Rita och förklara på papper! 

Inlämning
Scanna in er ritning och lägg in i InDesignfilen ni 
fått av mig. 

Exportera InDesignfilen som PDF och maila till Sara 
och mig senast den 4/3-2019.
Mail: susanne.s.taieb@gmail.com

Vad är en planlösning?
En planlösning är en ritning där 
en byggnad ses ovanifrån ur ett 2D 
perspektiv. Ritningen visar hur boytan är 
fördelad i rum eller enheter. 

Vad är skala?
En skala anger ett förhållande mellan en 
avbildning och ett objekt i verkligheten. 
Skala kan både vara en förminskning och 
en förstoring. Planlösningar ritas alltid 
i skala, till exempel i skala 1:100. Det 
betyder att 1 cm på pappret motsvarar 
100 cm i verkligheten, alltså 1 m. 

I den här uppgiften ska ni inte använda 
er av skala eftersom ni inte vet måtten på 
era hem. 

2019-02-25

Planlösning som visar mitt 
hem på 2 rum och kök, 

Lindholmsallén 
Göteborg 
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Hemuppgift
Berätta om två dagar i ditt liv!
Vad gör du hemma under en vardag? Du kanske börjar 
dagen med att snooza tre gånger, äta frukost och gå till 
skolan. När du kommer hem från skolan kanske du 
scrollar på telefonen i soffan och äter en ostmacka. Eller så 
gör du något helt annat. Vad hittar du på under en vanlig 
vardag i ditt hem? Berätta! För jag vill veta!

Jag skulle också vilja veta vad du gör när du är hemma 
under en helgdag, alltså lördag eller söndag. Hur 
spenderar du din tid när du är ledig? 

I den här uppgiften ska ni föra dagbok under två dagar 
från morgon till kväll. Dokumentationen består i att med 
text och foto eller skiss beskriva era liv i era hem. Ni ska 
alltså fota/skissa och beskriva vad ni gör när ni är hemma. 
Ta även reda på när huset ni bor i byggdes. 

Som hjälp för att komma igång kan ni tänka på 
följande frågor när ni dokumenterar er dag:

- Vilken typ av byggnad bor du i? (t.ex. lägenhet, villa, 
radhus, hyresrätt, bostadsrätt, äganderätt, annat). Beskriv. 

- Med vem och hur bor du? (t.ex. med din familj, själv, 
inneboende, kollektiv, osv.). Beskriv.

- Var är du ensam när du är hemma? Var är du 
tillsammans? Beskriv olika rum och ditt förhållande till 
dessa. 

- Var brukar du/ni äta? Om det är olika platser, beskriv 
vilka de är. 

- Var pluggar du, umgås du med vänner, använder  du 
internet. osv?

- Var klär du på dig? Var borstar du dina tänder? Vilket 
rum gör du dig iordning i? 

- Om du sitter med dator/surfplatta/smartphone, vilka 
appar använder du mest och vilka hemsidor besöker du 
oftast? Vilket rum brukar du vara i då?

Reflektera över och redovisa hur lång tid brukar du 
spendera på att göra olika saker hemma. Använd dig av 
planlösningen du ritat för att visa vilket rum du varit i när 
du gjort olika saker.   

Inlämning
Lägg in resultatet i InDesignfilen ni fått. Namn, dag, tid, 
foto/skiss och beskrivande text ska finnas med.  

Exportera InDesignfilen som PDF och maila den till Sara 
och mig senast den 11/3-2019.
Mail: susanne.s.taieb@gmail.com

Tänk på att:
Om ni tar bilder på er själva, familj 
eller vänner så måste ni säkerställa att 
de har samtyckt till fotona samt att de 
är med på vad som gäller vid akademisk 
publicering av uppsatsen (läs nedan). Ni 
kan självklart välja att bara fota utan att 
någon person är med i bilden också. 

Om publicering 
Denna research är en sociologisk 
rumsstudie och det är därför viktigt för 
mig att få rätt bild av hur ni använder 
era hem. Materialet som skapas kommer 
enbart att användas i ett akademiskt syfte 
och kommer inte att spridas utanför 
akademien utan ert godkännande. 
Publicering av uppsatsen kommer att ske 
på Chalmers hemsida för studentarbeten 
när arbetet är färdigt. 

2019-02-25
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Uppgift 2
Rita ditt drömboende i skala 1:50
Den här uppgiften går ut på att ni ska rita ett boende som 
ni drömmer om- vad anser ni är viktigt i ett hem? 
Rita precis det ni vill, men boendet är tänkt till en familj 
eller flera samboende personer. Funktioner som måste 
finnas med är minst ett badrum med toalett och dusch 
och ett kök där man kan laga mat. Resten är upp till er att 
designa. Nedan har jag listat de funktioner som Boverket 
skriver måste finnas med, men de enda ni behöver kolla 
på är de i fetstil.

Funktioner enligt Boverkets Byggregler:

3:22 Allmänt om utformning av bostäder
Bostäder ska dimensioneras och disponeras med hänsyn 
till sin långsiktiga användning.

I bostaden ska finnas:
a) minst ett rum för personhygien
b) inredning och utrustning för personhygien
c) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för daglig samvaro,
d) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för sömn och vila,
e) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för matlagning,
f ) inredning och utrustning för matlagning
g) utrymme för måltider i eller i närheten av rum för 
matlagning,
h) utrymme för hemarbete,
i) entréutrymme med plats för ytterkläder m.m.,
j) utrymme för att tvätta och torka tvätt maskinellt om 
gemensam tvättstuga saknas,
k) utrymmen för förvaring, och
l) inredning för förvaring

Steg 2: Bygga modell
Nästa steg i den här uppgiften är att bygga en modell av 
ditt drömboende. Den byggs också i skala 1:50. Till ert 
byggande kan ni använda er av vilka material ni vill men 
vi kommer att tillhandahålla er med kartong, kapa och 
lera. 

Presentation
Den 25/3 kommer vi att gå igenom allas modeller och 
ritningar tillsammans. Ni ska då presentera hur ni tänkt 
med er deisgn och reflektera över vilka rum ni skapat. 

Inlämning
Scanna ritningen och fota av modellen ni gjort. Lägg in i 
InDesign och exportera som PDF. 

Maila den till Sara och mig senast den 25/3-2019.
Mail: susanne.s.taieb@gmail.com

Vad är skala?
En skala anger ett förhållande 
mellan en avbildning och ett objekt 
i verkligheten. Skala kan både vara 
en förminskning och en förstoring. 
Planlösningar ritas alltid i skala, till 
exempel i skala 1:100. Det betyder 
att 1 cm på pappret motsvarar 100 
cm i verkligheten, alltså 1 m. 

Rita i Skala 1:50
Den här uppgiften ska ritas i skala 
1:50, det betyder att en centimeter 
på pappret motsvarar 50 centimeter 
i verkligheten. En säng mäter 
vanligtvis 200 cm i längd, vilket blir 
4 cm på pappret. 
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UNDERSTANDING HOW GENERATION Z
OCCUPY AND USE SPACE
Examensarbete i Arkitektur 
Chalmers TekniskA HögskolA
Susanne SIbinska Taieb

Varför är jag här?

Ni kommer att vara en del av mitt examensarbete i arkitektur
sociologiska rumsstudier av hur vi använder våra hem sett med era ögon
fokusgrupp - 18 åringar i göteborg
undgomars rörelse och perspektiv

presentation 1
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Susanne SIbinska taieb
Arkitektstudent på chalmers TEKNISKA HÖGSKOLA
Tog studenten på schillerska 2009
Bott i London & i prag
studerat fri konst på gerlesborgsskolan i bohuslän
sökte och kom in via arbetsprover på arkitektur
praktiserat och arbetat som arkitekt

OM MIG

vi träffas fyra måndagar i rad - start 25/2- 18/2
+ en måndag för Workshop på chalmers - 8/4

Ni får Lösa uppgifter som på olika sätt är kopplade till bostäder och hem där
ni använder era erfarenheter, er kunskap och er kreativitet.
uppgifterna presenteras löpande under tiden vi ses.

UPPLÄGGET
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rita ditt hem som en planlösning
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hur ser ditt hem ut? 
rita och förklara på papper!

rita ditt hem som en planlösning

Planlösning som visar 
mitt hem på 2 rum och 

kök, Lindholmsallén 
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B A K G R U N D S H I S T o R I A

1800- t a l e t
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1940- t a l e t

1930- t a l e t
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1960-70  t a l e t

2000- t a l e t
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NU - uppgift 1!

bERÄTTA OM två DAGar I DITT LIV!
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bERÄTTA OM två DAGar I DITT LIV!

H 
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Vad hittar du på under två dagar i ditt 
hem? välj en vardag & en helgdag.
Berätta! För jag vill veta!

HEMUPPGIFTEN
en dag i mitt hem
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Jag börjar dagen i sovrummet med att vakna av mitt alarm från telefonen. 
Jag går Sedan upp och bäddar sängen.
Klockan är: 07:25

Var Befinner jag mig?
i sovrummet

Var Befinner jag mig?
i köket/vardagsrummet

Sedan Äter jag frukost, gör iordning mackor i köket och sätter mig vid bordet och 
äter.
Klockan är: 07:40
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Chillar i soffan och kollar grejer på mobilen innan jag går, min  sambo läser nyheter 
innan han går till jobbet
Klockan är ca: 08:00

Var Befinner jag mig?
i vardagsrummet

Bosrtar tänderna i badrummet och sminkar mig.
Klockan är: ca 08:10

Var Befinner jag mig?
i Badrummet
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Dags att dra hemifrån till skolan, gör iordning kuddarna i soffan innan 
jag går till bussen.
Klockan är: 08:30

Var Befinner jag mig?
i hallen

kommer hem från skolan, äter hämtmat framför datorn, kollar på en 
föreläsning på youtube. 
Klockan är: ca 17:00

Var Befinner jag mig?
i köket/vardsgrummet
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yoga with adriene på youtube i sovrummet.
Klockan är: 19.15

Var Befinner jag mig?
i sovrummet

När jag yogat klart poppar jag lite popcorn i köket och sätter mig sedan i soffan 
framför en netflix-serie. Min sambo jobbar med grejer på sin dator i soffan bredvid. 
Klockan är: 08:30

Var Befinner jag mig?
i vardagsrummet
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Vika tvätt innan jag skulle lägga mig.
Klockan är: ca 22.00

Var Befinner jag mig?
i sovrummet

Bosrtar tänderna i badrummet.
Klockan är: ca 22.10

Var Befinner jag mig?
i Badrummet
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Det var en dag i mitt hem!
nu ska ni göra samma sak 

?
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Uppgift 2
Rita ditt drömboende i skala 1:50
Den här uppgiften går ut på att ni ska rita ett boende som 
ni drömmer om- vad anser ni är viktigt i ett hem? 
Rita precis det ni vill, men boendet är tänkt till en familj 
eller flera samboende personer. Funktioner som måste 
finnas med är minst ett badrum med toalett och dusch 
och ett kök där man kan laga mat. Resten är upp till er att 
designa. Nedan har jag listat de funktioner som Boverket 
skriver måste finnas med, men de enda ni behöver kolla 
på är de i fetstil.

Funktioner enligt Boverkets Byggregler:

3:22 Allmänt om utformning av bostäder
Bostäder ska dimensioneras och disponeras med hänsyn 
till sin långsiktiga användning.

I bostaden ska finnas:
a) minst ett rum för personhygien
b) inredning och utrustning för personhygien
c) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för daglig samvaro,
d) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för sömn och vila,
e) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för matlagning,
f ) inredning och utrustning för matlagning
g) utrymme för måltider i eller i närheten av rum för 
matlagning,
h) utrymme för hemarbete,
i) entréutrymme med plats för ytterkläder m.m.,
j) utrymme för att tvätta och torka tvätt maskinellt om 
gemensam tvättstuga saknas,
k) utrymmen för förvaring, och
l) inredning för förvaring

Steg 2: Bygga modell
Nästa steg i den här uppgiften är att bygga en modell av 
ditt drömboende. Den byggs också i skala 1:50. Till ert 
byggande kan ni använda er av vilka material ni vill men 
vi kommer att tillhandahålla er med kartong, kapa och 
lera. 

Presentation
Den 25/3 kommer vi att gå igenom allas modeller och 
ritningar tillsammans. Ni ska då presentera hur ni tänkt 
med er deisgn och reflektera över vilka rum ni skapat. 

Inlämning
Scanna ritningen och fota av modellen ni gjort. Lägg in i 
InDesign och exportera som PDF. 

Maila den till Sara och mig senast den 25/3-2019.
Mail: susanne.s.taieb@gmail.com

Vad är skala?
En skala anger ett förhållande 
mellan en avbildning och ett objekt 
i verkligheten. Skala kan både vara 
en förminskning och en förstoring. 
Planlösningar ritas alltid i skala, till 
exempel i skala 1:100. Det betyder 
att 1 cm på pappret motsvarar 100 
cm i verkligheten, alltså 1 m. 

Rita i Skala 1:50
Den här uppgiften ska ritas i skala 
1:50, det betyder att en centimeter 
på pappret motsvarar 50 centimeter 
i verkligheten. En säng mäter 
vanligtvis 200 cm i längd, vilket blir 
4 cm på pappret. 
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Fallingwater
Frank lloyd wright

3000 house
RebelO andrade
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Casa mila
antoni gaudi

EAMES HOUSE
CHARLES & RAY EAMES
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HSB LIVING LAB
experimentkök
BOKAT HELA DAGEN 8e APRIL
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INTERVJUER
Minst 5 personer
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Uppgift 2
Rita ditt drömboende i skala 1:50
Den här uppgiften går ut på att ni ska rita ett boende som 
ni drömmer om- vad anser ni är viktigt i ett hem? 
Rita precis det ni vill, men boendet är tänkt till en familj 
eller flera samboende personer. Funktioner som måste 
finnas med är minst ett badrum med toalett och dusch 
och ett kök där man kan laga mat. Resten är upp till er att 
designa. Nedan har jag listat de funktioner som Boverket 
skriver måste finnas med, men de enda ni behöver kolla 
på är de i fetstil.

Funktioner enligt Boverkets Byggregler:

3:22 Allmänt om utformning av bostäder
Bostäder ska dimensioneras och disponeras med hänsyn 
till sin långsiktiga användning.

I bostaden ska finnas:
a) minst ett rum för personhygien
b) inredning och utrustning för personhygien
c) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för daglig samvaro,
d) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för sömn och vila,
e) rum eller avskiljbar del av rum för matlagning,
f ) inredning och utrustning för matlagning
g) utrymme för måltider i eller i närheten av rum för 
matlagning,
h) utrymme för hemarbete,
i) entréutrymme med plats för ytterkläder m.m.,
j) utrymme för att tvätta och torka tvätt maskinellt om 
gemensam tvättstuga saknas,
k) utrymmen för förvaring, och
l) inredning för förvaring

Steg 2: Bygga modell
Nästa steg i den här uppgiften är att bygga en modell av 
ditt drömboende. Den byggs också i skala 1:50. Till ert 
byggande kan ni använda er av vilka material ni vill men 
vi kommer att tillhandahålla er med kartong, kapa och 
lera. 

Presentation
Den 25/3 kommer vi att gå igenom allas modeller och 
ritningar tillsammans. Ni ska då presentera hur ni tänkt 
med er deisgn och reflektera över vilka rum ni skapat. 

Inlämning
Scanna ritningen och fota av modellen ni gjort. Lägg in i 
InDesign och exportera som PDF. 

Maila den till Sara och mig senast den 25/3-2019.
Mail: susanne.s.taieb@gmail.com

Vad är skala?
En skala anger ett förhållande 
mellan en avbildning och ett objekt 
i verkligheten. Skala kan både vara 
en förminskning och en förstoring. 
Planlösningar ritas alltid i skala, till 
exempel i skala 1:100. Det betyder 
att 1 cm på pappret motsvarar 100 
cm i verkligheten, alltså 1 m. 

Rita i Skala 1:50
Den här uppgiften ska ritas i skala 
1:50, det betyder att en centimeter 
på pappret motsvarar 50 centimeter 
i verkligheten. En säng mäter 
vanligtvis 200 cm i längd, vilket blir 
4 cm på pappret. 
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presentation 3

- Living lab har ett experimentkök som vi ska 
använda

- Köket har flyttbara delar så att man kan bygga 
ihop köket hur man vill

-Ni kommer att få designa ett eget kök och sedan 
prova det ni designat genom att laga mat där

HSB Living Lab ligger på Chalmers Campus Flyttbar spisplatta, ugn och diskho Arbetsbord och flyttbara köksbänkar med lådor

HITTA HIT från schillerska:
Från VAsaplatsen kan ni ta spårvagn 7, 10 & buss 16, 753 till hållplats chalmers
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från chalmers hållplats:
Från hållplatsen är det en sju minuters promenad över campus till Hsb living lab (använd google maps eller kartor i telefonen)
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